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Ümit BAYRAKTAR: First, we would like 
to congratulate you for being re-elected
as the Chairman of SSI’s Board of 
Directors at the General Assembly 
held on April 29th. We observe that 
SSI is positioned at the upper priority 
of the agenda by continuously making a
name for itself both inside and outside
the country and maintaining its activities
intensely since it was established.
Could you, primarily, give us information
related to your vision about this trend?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: We, as SSI, are one of
the youngest and most rapidly growing
Exporter Associations in Turkey. This is
because; defence industry itself is the
leading one among the sectors, which is
rapidly improving in Turkey with increas-
ing competitiveness in the world. To sat-
isfy the needs of this strategic sector and
provide its integrity with the bureaucracy
and the world are the aspects as signifi-
cant as the production. Within the last
two and a half years, we worked for it.
We determined the main requirements
of the sector; brought the representa-
tives of the sector and the relevant gov-
ernmental bodies together, with search
conferences we have identified the prob-
lems of export and the road map to over-
come these problems. Besides these, we
also realized promotional activities to
make the sector much more visible and
known in international markets. In the
upcoming days, we will concentrate even

more on promotional activities. This is
why we established The Turkish Defence
and Aerospace Promotion Group,
namely TDA, last year. With the efficient
publicity campaigns, activities, exhibi-
tions performed by TDA, Turkish De-
fence and Aerospace Industry will be
introduced to the world much more ef-
fectively and efficiently.
While continuing publicity and marketing
activities abroad, we will also perform
significant works in the country. Besides

R&D investments and the increase of
high-tech exports, developing collabora-
tive working areas with SMEs and pro-
moting export-oriented production are
our main objectives. For this reason, our
works continue about sector inventory
and target markets. Our purpose is to
excel in international competition and to
increase our exports in parallel.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Could you please
make a general assessment related to
the period from the foundation of SSI 
to the end of 2013 by detailing 
the year 2013 in special?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: Defence and aerospace
industry in Turkey began to develop
since the 2000s. Sectoral needs that
were met through external procure-
ment, started to be met by domestic pro-
duction with a strategic decision taken in
the beginning of 2000s. It was a very well
timed decision. You are strong at inter-
national arena as long as you can pro-
duce and have unique production. The
projects starting by the beginning of
2000s began to give yield in 2010s. Today,
Turkish companies implement impor-
tant projects in many strategic areas
from designing to producing and from
modernisation to modification. Now, we
manage to produce our own armoured
land vehicle; training plane, helicopter,
unmanned aerial vehicle, warship, our
satellites, our guns and our rifles, and
we undertake significant roles in huge
projects all around the world. Over the
next few years we will be mentioned
worldwide more and more.
As SSI, we have grown since our estab-
lishment and are going on to grow as the
industry is growing. Both the number of
our members and exportation perform-

INTERVIEW

SSI and TDA:
Global Solutions 
for Local Needs
from Turkish 
Defence and 
Aerospace Industry
Although it was founded a
few years ago, Defence and
Aerospace Industry 
Exporters’ Association
(SSI) of Turkey has rapidly
extended its reach. In the
same time period, exports
of Turkish Defence and 
Aerospace Industry have
also increased at  a greater
pace, reaching 1,5 billion
dollars in 2013. We talked
with Latif Aral Aliş, 
Chairman of The Board of
Directors of both SSI and
Turkish Defence Alliance
(TDA), about SSI and TDA’s
activities and goals.
Ümit BAYRAKTAR
ubayraktar@milscint.com
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ance of them have increased. We
achieved an increase rate in exportation,
which highly exceeds the general in-
crease rate of total exports of Turkey.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: To what extend 
could you achieve your objectives 
for this period? Could you please also
explain your objectives related
to 2014 and near future?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: Year-end projection in
2012 that we set for us for 2013 was 
1.4 billion dollars and we have reached
this goal.
We revise our exportation targets every
year, and we increase our target each
passing year. Our aim is to have a 40%
increase by the end of 2014. We made a
fast start for 2014. In the first five
months of the year, our total exports
increased up to 18% compared to the
same period of the last year. We are
one of the sectors increasing the ex-
port level the most. Yet, products,
platforms, software developed by
Turkish defence and aerospace com-
panies are becoming rapidly mar-
ketable. It means our exportation
performance will also increase rapidly.
The sector grows with intense R&D ac-
tivities and technological investments.
Our purpose is to widen the geography
we reach, become a player among the
most important global suppliers in the
field of world defence and aerospace in-
dustry. Turkish defence and aerospace
industry mostly makes exportation to
Northern American countries, European
Union countries, Middle East countries
and Commonwealth of Independent
States. In this context, we will widen our
target markets with our promotional ac-
tivities to be held by TDA.

Each Fair is Surely a 
New Experience and 
Knowledge
Ümit BAYRAKTAR: In Eurosatory 2012,
newly established SSI experienced its
first national participation organization in
an international fair. What are the main
differences between Eurosatory 2012
and 2014 in terms of SSI’s organization?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: Eurosatory is an elabo-
rate fair which is important for the in-
dustry. Within the scope of National
participation to Eurosatory 2012, under
the roof of SSI, 7 Turkish companies par-

ticipated to the fair. The number of com-
panies reached up to 22. Moreover, this
year TDA will also participate with an
info-stand and make effective publicity
works. Each fair is surely a new experi-
ence and knowledge. We will introduce
and represent Turkish defence and
aerospace industry in Eurosatory 2014
with a more organised, planned and
powerful manner.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: While mentioning
your future goals, you mentioned about
“new partnerships”. If we look from 
this point of view, within the scope
of Eurosatory 2014, do you have an 
exclusive message for both domestic 
and foreign parties?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: We, as Turkish defence
and aerospace industry, bring global
unique solutions to the local needs of the
countries with our qualified labour and
technological infrastructure. Turkish
companies carry out works in critical
areas of defence and aerospace sector
from R&D to international projects and
from unique designing to production. In
many areas as aircraft and helicopter
parts, airplane engines, armoured land
vehicles, ships and speedboats, mis-

siles, rocket, launch pads, light arms
and ammunition, electronic systems
as transmitter, command and con-
trol systems, simulators, censors
and application software, logistic
support products as kitchen, field
hospital, clothing material, uniform,

engineering and technology transfer,
modernisation and modification, prod-

ucts and services produced and devel-
oped by Turkish companies are
preferred all around the world. In the pe-
riod ahead we aim to increase coopera-
tion and strive for it. After all, we are
producing in Turkey and we are protect-
ing the world.

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Relevant to the 
National Participation to Eurosatory 2014
organised by SSI and to let foreigners
who are to contact the Turkish 
participants get the concept accurately,
how should SSI be perceived and 
positioned by foreigners? 

SSI brought the representatives of the sector and the relevant governmental bodies together, with search conferences 
we have identified the problems of export and the road map to overcome these problems.

SSI launched smart phone and tablet application 
in order to reach its stakeholders 

any time, any place.



Latif Aral ALİŞ: SSI unites the exporting
companies in defence and aerospace
industry under one sole roof and con-
tributes to the synergy in the sector.
SSI is working under the auspices of
Ministry of Economy and in close col-
laboration with the Ministry of National

Defence. Comprised of 260 members,
SSI has a structure acting as a bridge
between private and public sectors,
working in collaboration with other na-
tional and international institutions and
associations, organizing or participat-
ing in international fairs/exhibitions,
organizing and hosting Trade Missions,
publishing and preparing sectoral and
market research reports, announcing
foreign demands to the member ex-
porters, organizing seminars and
meetings for the exporters, recording
and following-up of the exports of the
member companies. In other words,
SSI is the first address to reach in case
someone out of the country wanted to

make business with Turkish defence
and aerospace industry. 
In addition, SSI founded, as a separate
but complementary body, a sectoral
promotion group named “Turkish De-
fence Alliance (TDA)”, to promote the
sector all over the world, to proceed to
the new markets and to provide sus-
tainability in the current ones. TDA is
the supporting hand of the Turkish De-
fence and Aerospace Industry abroad. 

Ümit BAYRAKTAR: Are there any other
subject/subjects that you wanted to add?
Latif Aral ALİŞ: Thank you. I wish Turk-
ish companies would have a very suc-
cessful fair in Eurosatory 2014.

INTERVIEW
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In accordance with the 
appointment decision 

published in the Official 
Gazette dated April 12th,
2014, and issue number
28970; Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir
has been appointed as the
new Undersecretary for 
Defence Industries following
Murad Bayar’s departure
from this post. Born in Elazığ
in 1960, Prof. Dr. Demir 
graduated with a Bachelor 
of Science degree in 
Aeronautical Engineering
from the İstanbul Technical
University (İTÜ) in 1982. 
After working as a research
assistant at Uludağ Üniversity
and İTÜ for one year each,
Prof. Dr. Demir travelled to
the United States to pursue
graduate and doctorate 
studies. In the US, Prof. Dr.
Demir completed his 
master’s degrees in Applied
Mechanics from the 
University of Michigan, and in

Aeronautical Engineering
from Purdue University. 
He later received his 
doctorate degree in the field
of Mechanical Engineering
from Washington State 
University. Between 1992 and
2003, Prof. Dr. Demir worked
as a faculty member and 
researcher in various 
universities and research 
institutions in Saudi Arabia,
the US and Canada.
In 1997, Prof. Dr. Demir 
became an Associate 
Professor in the field of 
Aircraft Elements and 
Materials. At the end of 2003,
he began working at the 
Turkish Airlines (THY) as the
Training Director, and was
later appointed as the Deputy
General Manager at THY
Technical Services. After the
THY Technical Services 
became a separate corporate
entity separate in May 2006,
Prof. Dr. Demir was appointed

as General Manager of this
organization, and also acted
as Vice Chairman of the 
Managing and Executive 
Boards. In 2013, Prof. Dr.
Demir received Professorship.
Prof. Dr. Demir has also 
worked as Chairman of the
Board in the following 
companies, all of which are
members of the THY group:
the Turkish Engine (TEC)
company, the Goodrich 
Turkish Technical Service
Center (GTTSC), the Turkish
Seat Industries (TSI) and the
Gas Turbines Operation and
Maintenance (TURKBINE)
company. In addition, Prof.
Dr. Demir has worked as a

member of the Board of 
Directors at the Turkish
Cabin Interior (TCI) company
(also a member of the 
THY group). Prof. Dr. Demir
has published numerous 
articles in international 
journals and conferences 
regarding composite materials,
fracture mechanics, 
theoretical and numerical
elastic modelling, and micro
electromechanics. Prof. Dr.
Demir is married and has
four children. 
As the MSI Defence Review,
we would like to congratulate
Mr. Bayar and Prof. Dr. Demir,
and to wish them success in
their new assignments. 

ASELSAN’s 39th Ordinary General Assembly Meeting was
held on March 31st, 2014. Decisions taken during the 

Assembly regarding new appointments and changes in the
members of ASELSAN’s Board of Directors were announced 
in a press release issued by the company on April 3rd.  Within
the scope of these changes; Hasan Canpolat was appointed 
as ASELSAN’s new Chairman of the Board of Directors, while
Murat Üçüncü was appointed as the Vice Chairman. Both 
Canpolat and Üçüncü were also assigned as executive 
directors. Hasan Canpolat, who is also an Advisor to the 
Minister of National Defence, first became a member of 
ASELSAN's Board of Directors in 2013.
The decision concerning the appointment of a new Chief 
Executive Officer was taken by the Board of Directors during
its meeting on May 28th. In accordance with the Board's 
decision; previous Chief Executive Officer Cengiz Ergeneman,
whose term of duty ended due to age limit, retired from 
his post, and was replaced by Dr. Faik Eken, the Head of the
Communication and Information Technologies Group at 
ASELSAN. Following Dr. Eken’s appointments as Chief 
Executive Officer; Yavuz Baydar, the Director of Professional Communication Systems, 
was appointed in Dr. Eken’s stead as the new Head of the Communication and Information
Technologies Group.

TURKISH DEFENCE
NEWS

Appointment of the 
New Undersecretary for 
Defence Industries

New Chairman of the Board and Chief 
Executive Officer Appointed at ASELSAN
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Hasan Canpolat, ASELSAN’s Chairman 
of the Board of Directors

Dr. Faik Eken, CEO of ASELSAN
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The Defence Industry Executive Committee (SSİK) 
convened under the presidency of Prime Minister Recep

Tayyip Erdoğan on May 6th, 2014. This was also the first
SSİK meeting that Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, the Undersecretary
for Defence Industries participated in. The decisions taken
during the SSİK meeting were as follows:
• For projects whose offer review and evaluation processes

have been completed by the Undersecretariat for Defence
Industries (SSM), the SSM has been authorized to sign the
relevant contracts with contracting companies. 
In this context, the contract-related decisions listed
below were taken:
1. To perform the necessary purchase for the 2 fighter
planes that are planned to be received by 2018 within 
the scope of the Joint Strike Force (JSF) Project.
2. To commence contract negotiations with the TAI regarding
the preliminary stages of the Göktürk Satellite Renewal 
Project.
3. To commence contract negotiations with Selah Machinery
and Shipyard Industries Inc. within the scope of the Logistic
Support Ship Project of the Naval Forces Command. 
4. To commence contract negotiations with ARES Shipyard
regarding the New Underwater Offence Team Boats.
5. To commence contract negotiations with STM regarding
the procurement of the third and fourth ship drive systems
for the MİLGEM Project.

In addition, presentations were made during the meeting to 
inform the SSİK regarding the latest status of the National 
Infantry Rifle Development Project, and also regarding the 
current status of the contract negotiation meetings on the 
Long-Range Air and Missile Defence System Project.
Concerning the abovementioned decisions, the SSM published a
press release entitled “The F-35 Joint Strike Force (JSF)” 
on May 6th, 2014; and another press release entitled “National
Infantry Rifle (MPT-76)” on May 9th, 2014. The press release 
regarding the F-35 JSF described that the current status of the
project was evaluated during the SSİK meeting, and that the SSM
had authorized to perform the purchase of 2 F-35A with the
Block-3F configuration, and to place its order within the context
of the 10th Low Rate Initial Production (LRIP) stage. In addition,
concerning the F135 engines used in the fighter planes; 
the SSM was authorized to organize and conduct activities 
regarding the establishment of final assembly, storage and 
maintenance/repair facilities affiliated with the domestic 
industry in Turkey and/or with the Turkish Air Force Command.
These facilities will aim to provide services to all F-35 users 

within Turkey’s region. In the press release, it was also 
described that the program was being continued with strong
support; that the developments of the program are being 
closely monitored; and that, in accordance to Turkey’s previous
plans and declarations, Turkey’s is still expected to purchase
100 F-35A planes.
In the press release regarding the National Infantry Rifle; 
it was described that, within the scope of this project conducted
by the SSM, the first lot of 200 rifles have been delivered to the
Land Forces Command on May 9th, and that the SSİK considered
the name MPT-76 (National Infantry Rifle - 7.62mm) for the rifle
as being suitable. The rifle’s testing and verification process was
performed in accordance with international military standards
and procedures accepted by NATO, and the MPT-76 rifle has
successfully passed all of the tests it was subject by November
2013. All intellectual and industrial property rights of the 
MPT-76 belong to the SSM. International patent applications 
for the MPT-76 have also been performed.
We obtained information regarding the New Underwater 
Offence Team Boats from ARES Shipyard. ARES had won 
the relevant tender with its ARES 80 SAT design. The boat 
will be constructed from aluminium and SeaLium, and have an
overall length of 25m. The maximum speed of the fully loaded
boat is expected to be above 50 nautical miles an hour. 
The classification of the ARES 80 SAT board will be performed
according to the Turkish Lloyd. ARES has expressed that, owing
to its structural materials and to its readiness and availability,
the boat is superior to other solutions. ARES also described that
the boats provide greater comfort during transport to the 
Underwater Offence Group. The boat has been designed to be
capable of approaching rocky shallows, reefs and beaches 
safely; and the ramp on the front of the boat facilities that
the rapid disembarking and embarking of personnel, as well as
the embarking of wounded personnel. The boat will be equipped
with a remote-controlled ASELSAN STOP 25mm weapons
station, which has not been previously used in boats or vessels
of similar size. When not being used, the STOP weapon system
will remain in a concealed position on the boat. Whenever 
necessary, the STOP can be raised in order to bring it to a firing
position. Once at its firing position, the weapon can be rotated
360 degrees. The boat will also have the necessary medical
equipment onboard to be able to provide first aid to 4 wounded
personnel at the same time. The boat will be equipped with two
inflatable boats for disembarking and embarking operations.
ARES Shipyard predicts that boat will have a strong potential 
for export and foreign markets. 

Turkey Will Order Its First F-35s, and 
the Indigenous Infantry Rifle is Ready

©
SSM
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The Bayraktar Tactical
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

(TUAV) was developed within
the scope of the Tactical UAV 
Development Project signed
between the Undersecretariat
for Defence Industries 
(SSM) and the Kale-Baykar
Partnership. The project
began in January 2012, and
the first test flight of the 
Bayraktar Tactical UAV was
successfully performed at the
Keşan Military Airport on
April 29th, 2014. Following
the test flight in which the
Bayraktar Tactical UAV was
shown to be fully capable of
performing flight manoeuvre
sequences (including take-off
and landing), the UAV performed
a third test flight on May 3rd
during which it successfully
flew at 18,750 feet altitude 
for 3 hours. In consequent
test flights, the UAV was even
able to reach an altitude of
24,000 feet.In order to 
achieve the desired 
performance and reliability in
its UAV, and to create a 
product that is independent 
of export-import limitations;
the Kale-Baykar Partnership 
has used its own indigenous
design in the various critical
sub-components of the 
Bayraktar Tactical UAV. These
critical sub-components are
listed below:

n A Triple Redundant 
Flight Control System,
which is being used for
the first time in a 
Tactical UAV

n Mission Computer
n Inertial Navigation

System (INS-GPS)
n Wing, Tail, Orientation,

Braking, Accelerator, 
Speed Control, and Air
Inlet Servo Actuator
Systems

n Heated Pitot Static
System

n Power Control Unit
n Lithium-Based Smart

Battery System
n Air Data Recording 

Computer
n Video Link System
n Tail Camera Unit
n Ground Control Station

System, and Command
and Control Software

n Magnetometer Unit
n Combined Sensor and

Measurement Units
The Ground Control Station
(GCS) of the system has 
also been designed by 
Kale-Baykar. The “cross 
redundant” command and
control system of the GCS
includes a pilot console, a
payload operator console
and a commander console.
In the command and control
interface software

of the consoles; all details
from map functions to the
application of telemetry data
on images, and from 
indicators such as artificial
horizon to diagnostics 
screens have been developed
within the scope of the 
project. In the days ahead,
further flight tests will be
performed on the 
Bayraktar UAV.

TURKISH DEFENCE
NEWS

Bayraktar’s Tactical UAV Demonstrates
Outstanding Performance beyond its Class

Length: 6.5 m
Wing Span: 12 m
Take-off Weight: 650 kg
Fuel Capacity: 300 litres
Payload: 55 kg
Engine: 100 hp 

internal 
combustion 
and injection

Max. Speed: 120 Knots
Cruise Speed: 60-80 Knots
Endurance: 20 hours
Operational Altitude: 22.500 ft
Command and 
Communication Range: 150 km

Technical Specifications
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The 18th of the Conferences on Computer-Aided Engineering
and System Modelling, which are organized by FIGES on an

annual basis, was held on May 7th in Istanbul, and covered the
theme of “Automotive Electronics - The Transfer of Technology
from the Defence Industry.” This organization served as an 
important platform for cooperation, at a time when the subject of
sustainability is being extensively discussed in the defence sector.
The first speech during the plenary session of the conference
was given by Dr. Şadi Kopuz, the General Manager of FIGES. 
Dr. Kopuz told that although Turkey has become a regional
production centre in various sectors and areas of activity, it
should be able to move beyond its current status and become a
research and development centre. Dr. Kopuz also stated that
they, as FIGES, were pleased to see the recent efforts in 
promoting domestic production, and that the first initiatives in
this area were taken by the defence industry, with other sectors 

following its lead. In his speech, Dr. Kopuz especially mentioned
the skills and activities of FIGES, describing that they have 
conducted numerous collaborative works with ASELSAN, 
ROKETSAN, HAVELSAN, Turkish Airlines (THY) and the THY
Technical Service Centre. Referring to the subject of the 
conference, Dr. Kopuz noted that cars are nowadays perceived
as “wheeled computers,” and that focusing on branding in 
car electronics represents an effective long-term strategy.

Our Approach Should Be “What Can We Acquire
from the Defence and Aerospace Industries?” 
Dr. Tarık Öğüt, the Chairman of the Board of Directors of
FIGES, also gave a speech during the conference, describing
that although he founded FIGES in Bursa, the “heartland” 
of the automotive industry in Turkey, FIGES’s first customer

was actually ASELSAN. Dr. Öğüt continued his speech by 
stating that the mechanical engineering sector and other 
sectors need to closely follow the developments in the defence
sector. He also noted that those working in the defence sector
have ultimately graduated from the same universities and 
departments as those working in other engineering-related
sectors, but that the former have chosen to take become 
engaged in the highly innovative sector that is the defence 
industry.
Sharing his views regarding car electronics; Dr. Öğüt described
that the Turkish automotive industry mainly focuses on the 
production of auto-parts, and that, within the supply chain,
auto-part production is the area with the lowest revenues 
and profits, and which also produces the lowest added value.
According to Dr. Öğüt, one solution for increasing added value
is to design and produce your own systems. Dr. Öğüt noted that
electronic and software components actually serve to link and
connect the separate mechanical parts with one another to
create a single system. Dr. Öğüt also informed that the subject
is not limited to this conference, and that a workshop and 
another conference will also be performed in relation to this
subject.
Dr. Öğüt further expressed that the automotive sector’s 
current attitude towards defence the industry can be 
summarized as “what can we sell them?”, while he prefers 
to look at the defence and aerospace sectors – as well as 
the other companies in Ankara – and to ask himself “what 
information and technologies can we acquire from them?” 
Dr. Öğüt explained that the dynamics of the automotive sector
and of the defence and aerospace sectors are very different,
noting that while the automotive sector is larger in scale, the
defence and aerospace industries have greater depth and 
complexity.
The conference was concluded following the parallel sessions
on “Lightweight Design Technologies in Automobiles," 
“Model-Based Design and System Modelling in Automobile
Electronics,” “Mechatronic Systems in Automobiles,” 
“Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC),” and “R&D Technologies.”

TURKISH DEFENCE
NEWS

FIGES Has Become a 
Bridge between the Defence
and Automotive Sectors

AYESAŞ announced on
May 13th, 2014, that

they received a purchase
order from Cassidian 
Optronics GmbH, a 
subsidiary of Airbus 
Defence and Space group,
regarding the development

of air-cooled electronics

cabinets for submarine
platforms. With the scope
of this order placed on 
April 17th; AYESAŞ 
will design, develop,
supply, install and test
electronics cabinets in 
accordance with Cassidian 
Optronics’ technical 

requirements. All 
deliveries relating to this
project are expected to be
completed by the end 
of 2014. AYESAŞ has been
producing water-cooled
electronics cabinets 
for Cassidian Optronics 
since 2012. 

Compared to Cassidian
Optronics’ current cabinets,
the new air-cooled systems
to be delivered will possess
a slimmer and lighter 
design. The cabinets 
will be provided by 
Cassidian Electronics to a
third country end user. 

AYESAŞ Will Provide Cabinets to Cassidian Optronics
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Dr. Şadi Kopuz, 
the General Manager

of FIGES

Dr. Tarık Öğüt, the Chairman
of the Board of Directors 

of FIGES
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Turkey participated as the
partner country to the ILA

2014 exposition, which was
held in Berlin between May
20th and 25th. The ILA 2014
was scene to many important
developments for the Turkish
defence and aviation industry,
such as the signing of 
contracts, letters of intentions
and memorandums of 
understandings with foreign
partners by the Undersecretariat
for Defence Industries (SSM),
ASELSAN, HAVELSAN and
ROKETSAN. TUSAŞ also 
displayed its ANKA UAV and
its T129 ATAK helicopter 
during the exposition, 
effectively illustrating the
level of advancement 
achieved by Turkey in defence
and aviation.
During the exposition, a 
Turkish and German 
round-table meeting was 
also held regarding potential
space projects. This meeting
was organized between 
the Turkish Ministry of 
Transportation, Maritime 
Affairs and Communications,
the SSM, the TÜBİTAK Space
Technologies Research 
Institute and the German 
organizations BDLI and DLR.

SSM Leads 
the Partnership for
F135 Engines
On May 20th, 2014, a letter
of intention was signed 
between the SSM and Pratt
& Whitney (P&W) regarding
the establishment of 
final assembly and
repair/maintenance facilities
for the F135 engine of the 
F-35 fighter plane in Turkey.
In its press release on this
subject, the SSM expressed
that, once the necessary
approvals for the project 
are obtained from the US
Government, this letter 
of intention will represent an

important milestone for the
long-term cooperation 
between the SSM and P&W.
Within the scope of this 
cooperation, Turkey also
aims to provide services 
to other F-35 users in 
the region.

ASELSAN is
Expanding its 
Partnerships
ASELSAN has signed two
important agreements 
during the exposition. 
The first of these was a 
memorandum of understanding

between ASELSAN and
Rolls-Royce for investigating
potential areas of 
cooperation regarding 
engine control systems and
engine health monitoring
systems. The other was a
framework agreement 
between ASELSAN and 
Airbus Group regarding 
cooperation in the areas 
of civilian and military 
avionic systems, satellite
communication systems,
electro-optic and laser
systems, and secure radio
communication. 
Within the scope of this 
cooperation, the formation
of acoordination committee 
is envisaged, along with
work groups in which 
both parties will be 
represented. The scope 
of this cooperation will also
remain open for further 
expansion in the 
future.

TURKISH DEFENCE
NEWS

Turkish 
Signature 
on ILA ©
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HAVELSAN Will 
Provide Simulation
and Artificial 
Training Solutions 
for AgustaWestland 
Products 
HAVELSAN and AgustaWestland
have also signed a 
memorandum of understanding
for cooperation and for the
joint marketing and sale of
their complementary 
products and services. The
memorandum of understanding
was signed by HAVELSAN’s
General Manager Sadık
Yamaç and AgustaWestland
Turkey’s Regional Director
Ross Kelly during a 
ceremony attended by the
Undersecretary for Defence
Industries, Prof. Dr. İsmail
Demir. In his speech during
the ceremony, Sadık Yamaç
described that HAVELSAN’s
aim is to provide simulation
and artificial training
systems to support 
platforms produced by
AgustaWestland and 
purchased by both its Turkish
and international customers.

ROKETSAN Provides
Missiles to Europe
During the ILA 2014 
exposition, ROKETSAN has
taken steps regarding the
integration of CIRIT missiles
to German Tiger attack 
helicopters, and of SOM
missiles to Eurofighter
Typhoon fighter planes. 
ROKETSAN has signed a
contract with the German
company MBDA concerning
the production and integration
of the CIRIT missile. 
Within the scope of the 
contract signed between 
the ROKETSAN’s General
Manager Selçuk Yaşar and
MBDA Germany’s Managing
Director Thomas Homberg,
ROKETSAN and MBDA 
Germany aim to exchange
information on technical and
administrative subjects; to
conduct preliminary studies
regarding the integration of
the CIRIT missile with the
German UH Tiger platform;
and to provide solutions 
according to the needs of the
German Armed Forces. 

ROKETSAN has also signed
a cooperation agreement
with the Airbus Group. The
agreement signed by Selçuk
Yaşar, ROKETSAN’s General
Manager, and by Domingo
Urena Raso, Airbus Defence
and Space’s Head of Military
Aircraft Division, aims to

create new opportunities for
future cooperation between
the two companies with 
respect to technical and 
business development. This
agreement also encompasses
cooperation regarding air
assault platforms, the 
integration of weapon
systems, and the development
of new generation warfare

systems for Turkey’s FX/TX
Project. In his speech during
the signature ceremony of
the agreement, Selçuk Yaşar
said "This agreement 
encompasses the integration
of our new generation 
weapon systems, such as
the SOM missile, with 
Airbus’ current aerial 
platforms and future 
military platforms. We 
believe that it will serve as
an important step for 
initiation broad and effective
cooperation between the 
two companies.”
The German Minister of 
Defence Ursula von der
Leyen has visited ROKETSAN’s
stand during the ILA 2014
exposition, and obtained 
information from Selçuk
Yaşar regarding ROKETSAN’s
products and the agreements

signed with German 
institutions and organizations.
In addition, the German 
public broadcasting 
organization ZDF made a
news report regarding 
ROKETSAN, while the 
Turkish public channel 
TRT interviewed Selçuk
Yaşar concerning 
ROKETSAN.
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Turkey’s participation to the KADEX 2014 exposition held
in Kazakhstan’s capital Astana between May 22nd and

May 25th was organized by the Undersecretariat for 
Defence Industries (SSM), and involved 22 different Turkish
companies. The most important developments for Turkey
during the exposition were the agreements signed by 
ASELSAN’s joint venture, the Kazakhstan ASELSAN 
Engineering (KAE) company. The first of these agreements
was the comprehensive memorandum of cooperation signed
between KAE and the Eurocopter Kazakhstan Engineering
(EKE), a joint venture of Airbus Helicopters. The memorandum
was about the integration of avionic devices produced by
KAE into the EC-145 helicopters manufactured by EKE in 
Kazakhstan. According to the memorandum, the avionic 
devices in question will include the various products 
developed by ASELSAN in accordance with the demands and
requirements of Kazakhstan’s Armed Forces. The second
agreement was the memorandum of cooperation signed
between KAE and Semey Engineering Company, which is
specialized in the production and maintenance of armoured
vehicles. Within the scope of this agreement, KAE and
Semey Engineering will cooperate regarding the modernization
of the T-72 main battle tank and of other armoured vehicles
such as the BTR and BRDM in the inventory of Kazakhstan’s
Armed Forces. During the KADEX 2014 exposition, a BRDM
armoured vehicle modernized jointly by engineers from 
KAE and Semey Engineering was exhibited.
The vehicle had been effectively converted
by the engineers into a mobile reconnaissance
and surveillance vehicle, fully equipped
against all asymmetric threats. The modernized
vehicle had long-range electro-optic
systems, a remote-controlled and stabilized
SARP weapon system, ACAR ground 
surveillance radar, and various communication
systems – all of which were produced by
ASELSAN. Another vehicle exhibited during
the exposition was a modernized BTR-70
armoured personnel carrier with 
ASELSAN-produced thermal sight and fire
control system. The acceptance tests for
these vehicles are planned for the second
half of 2014 by Kazakhstan’s Armed Forces.

Otokar Exhibited its Products for Kazakhstan
Otokar has previously provided COBRA 4x4 tactical wheeled
vehicles to Kazakhstan’s Armed Forces, and is currently
conducting activities for organizing the manufacturing of
these vehicles in Kazakhstan. During the KADEX 2014 
exposition, Otokar displayed a COBRA vehicle with KESKIN
turret, and an ARMA 8x8 vehicle with MIZRAK turret. 
Commenting on the exposition, Otokar’s General Manager
Serdar Görgüç said “We feel proud  that our vehicles are
successfully fulfilling their role in the Kazakh Army. 
In this exposition, we aim to further develop our positive
cooperation with Kazakhstan. In addition, we are also 
considering new and different opportunities of cooperation
during this exposition.”

DEFENCE NEWS
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The fourth and final ship of
the Coast Guard Search

and Rescue Ship Project was
delivered to the Coast Guard
Command (SGK) during a
ceremony held on May 13th.
In this ceremony, this fourth
ship named “YAŞAM” (704)
was also given the forename
“TCSG.” Participants to the
ship launching ceremony 
included the Minister of 
Interior Efkan Ala, the 
Deputy Minister of National
Defence Hasan Kemal 
Yardımcı, the Deputy 
Undersecretary for Defence
Industries Serdar Demirel,
the Commander of the Coast
Guard Rear Admiral Adnan
Özbal, the CEO of Koç 
Holding Turgay Durak, and
other important invitees
from both parties of the 
project.
The first speech of the 
ceremony was given by 
Kudret Önen, the Head 
of Koç Holding Defence 
Industry, Other Automotive
and Information Technology
Group. Önen described that
the final acceptance tests 
of the previously delivered
TCGS DOST and TCGS
GÜVEN have been 
completed, and that these
ships have been operational
for more than 1800 hours
over the past year without
encountering any serious
problems. Önen also 
mentioned that, in 
addition to the design and 
construction processes 

involved, one important 
aspect of the project was the
learning and acquisition 
of new technologies and
know-how. Noting that the
number of engineers and
technicians taking part in
the project was at times
above 100, Önen described
that this team gained 
considerable experience in
the design, construction and
testing of corvette size 
warships. Önen also 
mentioned that the 
engineers involved in 
military projects at 
RMK Marine received 
thousands of hours of 
courses and classes within
the context of training 
programs organized both in
Turkey and abroad. In his
speech, Önen also 
emphasized that achieving
sustainable growth in 
the defence industry is 
ultimately dependent on the
availability and conduct of
long-term projects.

The Coast Guard Commander
Rear Admiral Adnan Özbal
also gave a speech during
the ship launching 
ceremony, reminding that
the other ships of the project
have been delivered earlier,
with the TCSG DOST and
TCSG UMUT having been 
delivered on April 2nd, 2013,
and the TCSG GÜVEN having
been delivered on November
21st, 2013. Adnan Özbal 
described that, one week
prior to the ceremony, 
the TCSG UMUT and TCSG
GÜVEN participated to the
“2014 Sea Lion Search and
Rescue Exercise,” and that
both vessels displayed 
superior performance 
during this exercise. 
The final speech of the 
ceremony was held by Efkan
Ala, the Minister of the 
Interior. Ekfan Ala expressed
that he considers it important
that the search and rescue
ships in question were built
in a domestic shipyard, and

by utilizing the national 
industrial capabilities of 
Turkey. He then thanked all
parties who were involved 
in the project.
In a press release issued 
by the Undersecretariat for
Defence Industries, it was
described that the project
represented a first with 
respect to the involvement of
the private sector shipyards
in the construction of 
warships. The press release
also noted that the project’s
command and control
system, as well as various
electronic systems 
and platforms, were 
domestically-produced. 
This domestic contribution
not only resulted in a local
content ratio of 40% in the
project, but also lead 
(together with the project’s
offset commitments) to a 
return equivalent to nearly
80% of the project cost 
in terms of business 
opportunities for the 
Turkish industry. 
The ceremony was concluded
after the presentation of 
memorabilia; the provisions
of documents regarding the
ship’s entry into military 
service and its inclusion into
the Coast Guard Command;
the provisions of the ship’s
commissioning pennant; the
swearing of the ship’s 
commander; the transfer 
for the ship personnel to the
ship; and the hoisting 
of the Turkish flag and of the
commissioning pennant.

TURKISH DEFENCE
NEWS
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All Deliveries for the Coast Guard Search and
Rescue Ship Project have been Completed
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During the HEMUS 2014
defence industry and 

security exposition held 
between May 28th and 31st
in Bulgaria, Otokar had the
opportunity to display its
ARMA 8x8 armoured combat
vehicle and the MIZRAK 
turret system. Commenting
on Otokar’s participation to
the exposition, Serdar Görgüç,
the General Manager of 
Otokar, said: “Within the
context of the HEMUS 2014

exposition, we are presenting
and displaying the ARMA 8x8
armoured combat vehicle
and the MIZRAK remote-
controlled turret system.
Both systems are entirely
based on our own designs.
As Otokar, we are interested
in meeting the defence-related
demands of the Bulgarian
Armed Forces, and are 
considering cooperation with
institutions and companies
in Bulgaria.”

The first delivery was recently performed for the Assault
and Tactical Reconnaissance Helicopter (ATAK) project,

whose agreement had been signed between the 
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries (SSM) and TAI 
on September 7th, 2007. At the time of the signature, 
the project initially involved the delivery of 50 T129 ATAK 
helicopters; however, due to a later and urgent need, 
the scope of the project was expanded to include the 
production and delivery of 9 additional EDH (Early Delivery
Helicopter) version T129 helicopters. The first official 
acceptance of these EDHs was performed on April 22nd,
and the helicopters have been included into the inventory of
the Turkish Armed Forces. In a press release issued on
April 23rd on the subject, the SSM described that the 
project represents a very important milestone regarding
the development of an infrastructure for the helicopter 
industry in Turkey. Within the context of the ATAK Project;
42 different domestically-designed avionic and weapons
systems were developed, and Turkey acquired for the first
time the ability and means to produce rotor blades. The sole
production line of this helicopter based on the AW129 model
of the AgustaWestland company was established at TAI. 
During the sale of the helicopter to third country end users,
the task sharing outlined by the ATAK project will be 
maintained, and production will be exclusively performed in
Turkey. In this respect, it will be TAI’s responsibility to 
produce 6200 of the 6400 parts that constitute the body of
the helicopter. Within the context of the project, 
TAI assumes the role of the main subcontractor, performing
the production of the helicopters and the installation of the
avionic and weapon systems of the vehicle; on the other
hand, ASELSAN is responsible for integration of the 
onboard computer and weapon systems in ATAK 
helicopters, while AgustaWestland is responsible for the
provision of “airworthy” helicopters that satisfy the relevant
performance requirements. The two-crewed T129 
helicopter possesses 2 LHTAC CTS800-4A turboshaft 
engines, each having a power output of 1360 HP. 
The helicopter’s maximum speed is 288 km/hour, its 
maximum take-off weight is 5000 kg, and its maximum
range is 556 km. The EDH version of the helicopter has a 
20mm cannon with 500 rounds capacity, and is capable of
carrying a total of 76 rockets in the 4 pods located under 
its wings.

ROKETSAN received an important award during the
10th SOFEX (Special Operations Forces Exhibition 

& Conference) meeting held at Jordan’s capital Amman
between May 5th and 8th. Participating for the third 
time to this exposition, ROKETSAN received the 
“Best International Stand Award,” which was presented 
to Dr. Eyüp Kaptan, the Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of ROKETSAN, by the Jordanian Prince Feisal
bin Al Hussein. Dr. Kaptan was also interview by the 
Al Jazeera News Channel during the exposition. 
At SOFEX, ROKETSAN had the opportunity to display 
its CİRİT, MIZRAK-U and MIZRAK-O Missiles; its 
Antisubmarine Warfare Rockets; its SOM and HİSAR 
Low- and Medium-Altitude Air Defence Missiles; and its
TR-107, TR-122 and TR-300 Rockets.

Otokar Presented 
the 8x8 ARMA Armored
Combat Vehicle in Bulgaria

A Happy Ending with ATAK
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The Karayel Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), developed
within the scope of the Karayel Tactical UAV
(Catapult/Parachute) Supply Project signed between

the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries and Vestel 
Defence Industry Inc., has successfully performed its first
test flight. This first flight, which took place at an undisclosed
date, was announced by the company in a press release
issued on May 6th, 2014. According to the press release, 
the UAV is capable of performing flight manoeuvres 
autonomously, including take-off and landing. The test flight
was monitored by senior officials from the SSM project

group. The press release also described that the Karayel UAV
is Turkey’s first and only domestically-designed and 
produced tactical unmanned vehicle that conforms to 
NATO’s STANAG 4671 standard regarding “Airworthiness 
Requirements for Civilian Airspace.” In addition, the ground
control station of the Karayel UAV has been developed in 
accordance with the interoperability standard of NATO 
STANAG 4586. The station also has the ability to control other
unmanned aerial vehicles that conform to this standard.

The Karayel UAV is currently undergoing further test flights
after its initial flight; in one of these tests, the UAV was able
to remain in the sky for a total of 8 hours, thus successfully
passing the design tests regarding its flight control system
and propulsion systems. According to information from 
another press release issued by Vestel Defence on May 29th,
the Karayel UAV’s general flight performance was deemed
successful, and the UAV’s system continued to operate 
seamlessly and without problems even during test flights
performed at 21,500 feet altitude. High-altitude flights under
difficult weather conditions effectively tested the design of
the UAV, especially with respect to wind and icing resistance.
As the UAV descended for landing after its high-altitude
flight, the cloud it passed through (as required by the testing
protocol) caused icing on the vehicle, thus providing the 
opportunity to test for the first time the icing removal system
of the vehicle during flight.
Vestel Defence has been developing UAVs since 2005, and
has invested more than 30 million dollars on such projects.
After test flights are completed, Vestel Defence will deliver 
6 Karayel UAVs, 3 ground control stations and a 
Karayel System composed of various sub-systems to the
Turkish Armed Forces. In accordance with the technical 

requirements of the project,
the Karayel UAV’s design is
capable of climbing above
18,000 feet, carrying 35 kg of
useful load, and remaining in
the air for at least 10 hours.
The targeted performance
for the Karayel UAV is a 
maximum flight altitude of
22,500 feet, a maximum 
useful load of 70 kg, and a
maximum flight period of 
20 hours.

TURKISH DEFENCE
NEWS

Having Completed its First
Test Flight the Karayel is
Demonstrating Its Skills
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OTOKAR has extensive experience in the design, develop-
ment and production of a wide range of wheeled armou-
red fighting vehicles for the home and export markets. 

ALTAY Project Phase I was divided into three stages, Stage I -
Conceptual Design Stage, which started in January 2009, ran
for about 18 months and covered system requirement analysis
and conceptual work. 
This was followed by Stage II - Detailed Design Stage, which
included the detailed design activities and manufacturing of
two prototype test rigs (Mobility Test Rig-MTR and Firepower
Test Rig-FTR), was completed in late 2012.
Stage II was successfully completed by May 2013 after running
MTR and FTR for more than 4.000 km each and several firing
tests on FTR. The prototype test rigs have also passed through
tough environmental tests under extreme climatic and terrain
conditions.
Stage III-Prototype Development and Qualification Stage has
started in June 2013. As of today, further testing and optimiza-
tion of firing performance activities are ongoing on MTR and
FTR. Manufacturing of two prototype vehicles (PV1 and PV2)
are expected to be completed by mid of 2014. These two pro-
totypes will go through System Qualification and Acceptance
Tests in the second half of 2014 and year 2015.
ALTAY MBT accommodates a proven MTU-RENK powerpack
and over 100 local sub-contractors are involved in ALTAY 
Project with ASELSAN providing the advanced computerised
Fire Control System and Battlefield Management System, 
ROKETSAN for the armour solution and MKE for the 120 mm/L55
smoothbore gun. The Vehicle Control System and Driver’s In-
tegrated Display are developed and manufactured by OTOKAR
itself. The subsystem qualification testing for these major
items are almost completed.
Completion of Phase I is expected to be followed by Phase II
which is serial production of ALTAY tanks. The delivery of first
batch 250 vehicles is expected to commence in late 2016 and
to be completed in 5 years.

Specifications
n 4 Man Crew
n 120mm Smoothbore Main Gun, L 55 Barrel Length
n Manual Loading
n Modular Composite Armour
n Laser Guided Missile Capability
n New Generation 1500hp Euro Power Pack
n New Generation Fire Control System with Hunter / Killer Function
n Remote Control Weapon Station (12.7 and 7.62 mm)
n Co-axial Machine Gun (7.62mm)
n C3I System
n Battlefield Target Identification System
n Automatic Fire Extinguishing and Explosion Suppression System
n Laser Warning System
n Active Protection System
n Gunners Auxiliary Sight System
n Electrically Driven Gun Turret Drive System
n Life Support System Combining CBRN Protection and 

Air Conditioning
n 360° Situational Awareness
n Auxiliary Power Unit
n Driver Front and Rear Thermal and Day Cameras
n Driver’s Integrated Display
n 4m Water Submerged Operation

ADVERTORIAL

ALTAY MBT is Advancing
for Serial Production

In March 2007 the Undersecretariat 
for Defence Industries (SSM) of the
Turkish Ministry of Defence (MoD) 
contracted OTOKAR as the main 
contractor for the ALTAY Main Battle
Tank (MBT) Project Phase I which 
covers design/development, prototype
production and qualification of the 
Turkish National Main Battle Tank
(TNMBT) prototypes with a USD500
million budget and to be completed 
in 78.5 months.
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Meteksan design and develops RF and E/O sensor systems,
missile data links and radios, sonar and underwater
acoustic sensors for a number of Turkish platforms, as

well as simulation software and platform simulators.  Murat Er-
ciyes explained why and how the Company intends to go interna-
tional: “Meteksan is a second-tier system and sub-system
developer company.  So, we need platform integrators to do what
we know best, and they are obviously not limited with Turkish
prime contractors. We are confident that Meteksan can put for-
ward very efficient solutions for platform integrators in a very com-
petitive way” Erciyes said.
Throughout the development
works, Meteksan also works on
spin-off products such as radar
and laser altimeters, mid-range
personnel tracking radars, etc,.
“This is the B2C part of our busi-
ness, which we expect to build
up worldwide in the next coming
years” Murat Erciyes added.
Meteksan is a subsidiary of
Bilkent Holding, executing to
generate financial sources for
the Bilkent University, Ankara
Turkey.  Bilkent Holding is one
of the most diversified business

establishments in Turkey running business in construction, re-
tail, real estate management, services, industry and sub-
sidiaries.  Over the last five years, Bilkent Holding always
registered growth rates above that of the Turkish economy.
Bilkent Holding's consolidated assets reached 1.5 billion USD
while revenues of the Holding and its subsidiaries topped 1 bil-
lion USD.

EUROSATORY 2014
SPECIAL ISSUE

The fastest growing defence company 
of Turkey aims to global business
Meteksan Goes to International

Meteksan Defence Ind. Inc., a private 
sector Turkish company, released its new
strategy to establish B2B and B2C 
business outside of Turkey, after having
announced a very high growth rate in
sales, back-log and order intake in the
last four years.  Company President 
Murat Erciyes explained how Meteksan
has progressed in defence electronics and
software business, exceeding more than
900% increase in their sales and back-log.
“Now it is time to build profitable and
sound business relationships with our
prospective partners outside of Turkey.
Meteksan runs a highly efficient 
management model scoring more than
360K USD per employee, with an 
extremely innovative design workforce”
Erciyes told to MSI Defence Review.
Şebnem ASİL / s.asil@milscint.com

Sonar wet end, radar and damage control training simulator are among the products
that Meteksan Defence successfully developed.U
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NATO qualified, the Stoeger Cougar boasts an incredible
service life. Using the modern computer design system,
Stoeger has been able to develop an ergonomically ad-

vanced pistol, compact but capable of handling such high-
power cartridges as the 9mm Parabellum and 40 S&W, with
great fire capacity and extraordinary long life. This has been
possible also thanks to brilliant adaptation of a proven locked
breech system with rotating barrel.

Advanced Ergonomics
The Cougar is one of the most ergonomically advanced pistols
in its class. The user-friendly, contoured frame and grips make
the Cougar exceptionally easy to control during firing. By taking
hand anatomy and instinctive hold into account, the Cougar ac-
commodates smaller hands and also protects larger hands
from being pinched by the slide. All edges are rounded or bev-
elled and carefully finished to make the Cougar virtually snag-
resistant and exceptionally easy to draw and conceal.

Unique Rotating Barrel
By channelling part of the recoil energy into barrel rotation and
by partially absorbing the barrel and slide recoil shock through
the central block before it is transferred to the frame, the
Cougar achieves unusually low felt recoil. When the Cougar is
in battery, the positive lock-up of barrel to slide assures perfect
alignment of barrel and sights. Upon firing, the barrel travels
and rotates with axial movement. The result is superior accu-
racy and quicker recovery for second shots. In all Cougar mod-
els, recoil energy is being absorbed by rotating barrel system.

Unique Features of Cougar
1. Rotating Barrel: Reduces felt recoil and improves stability and

accuracy. Cougar barrels are cold-hammer forged and bores
are hard-chrome lined for exceptional strength and durability.

2. Quick Reaction 3-Dot Sights: Beretta’s standard 3-dot 
sight system is also used on Stoeger Cougar which is 
designed for quick target acquisition.

ADVERTORIAL

A NATO Qualified Pistol:

Stoeger Cougar 8000 

Type : Double-action autoloader
Calibre : 9 mm, .40 S&W
Capacity : 15+1 (9 mm), 10+1 (.40)
Barrel length (in.) : 3.62
Overall length (in.) : 7.09
Weight (oz.) : 33.5
Metal : Matte black
Stock : Checkered black polymer panels
Sights : Three-white dot; semi-Patridge front, 

dovetail-drift notch rear
Manufacturer : Stoeger Turkey, www.stoeger.com.tr

Stoeger Model Cougar 8000 Specifications

The Stoeger Cougar semiautomatic has developed a formidable reputation as a 
reliable, potent pistol. First designed primarily as an undercover gun, the Stoeger
Cougar is now carried by growing number of police officers as their official duty 
sidearm because of its superior ergonomic design, low recoil and inherent accuracy. 
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3. Unique Ultra-Safe Design: Stoeger Cougar is donated 
with “ultra-safe” system including ambidextrous safety 
de-cocking lever, rotating firing pin striker, automatic 
firing pin block, and chamber-loaded indicator.

4. Radiused Black-Strap: Grip area is precisely recessed and
curved to snugly accommodate the shooter’s hand, 
protecting the thumb web from being pinched by the slide. 

5. Grips: Standard grips are ergonomically designed and
checkered plastic for safe coverage. Checkered walnut 
grips available.

6. Combat-Style Trigger Guard: For a sure two-handed grip.
Enlarged opening allows the use of gloves.

7. Disassembly Latch: Conveniently located, simplifies field
stripping and maintenance.

8. No Glare Matte Black Finish: External surfaces are 
protected with Beretta’s exclusive Bruniton non-reflective 
finish.

Manufactured by Stoeger Silah Sanayi A.S. in Turkey, the
Cougar 8000 - available in 9mm Luger and .40 S&W-is a rela-
tively light weight, compact, double-action/ single-action,
semi-automatic handgun.
The Cougar 8000 employs double-action/ single-action opera-
tion. Working the Cougar’s slide cocks the hammer and enables
a smooth, 5-lb., 1-oz.-trigger pull, while decoking, and therefore
reverting to the double-action mode, requires a lengthy, heavy
12-lb., 5-oz. pull to discharge. One benefit of the Cougar 8000’s
firing mechanism is double-strike capability-allowing a non-fir-
ing primer to be re-struck by pulling the trigger a second time.

Stoeger Cougar version
employs a short-recoil,
locked-breech system
with a rotating barrel.
When fired, recoil energy
forces the slide/barrel

assembly rearward and, after a short distance, cramming ac-
tion-imposed by a hexagonal-shaped tooth located on the steel
central block working in a track on one of the barrel’s locking
lugs-rotates them out of their recesses in the slide. After ap-
proximately 1/4’’ of movement, the barrel is stopped by the
central block, whereas the slide continues rearward, extracting
and ejecting the fired case, cocking the hammer and activating
the recoil spring. The slide, pushed by the recoil spring, moves
forward and, while feeding a round from the magazine into the
chamber, engages the barrel, which is rotated into lockup by
the central block.
As opposed to a tilt-locking pis-
tol, the Cougar 8000’s rotary
barrel locking system main-
tains the barrel in one plane
during cycling, theoretically in-
creasing accuracy. Additional
benefits include reduction in
felt recoil and muzzle flip. The
chrome-lined barrel measures
3� and features a bead-blasted,
blued finish.

©
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K. Burak CODUR /
b.codur@milscint.com

The ceremony was atten-
ded by the President Ab-
dullah Gül, Chief of

General Staff General Necdet
Özel, Minister of National De-
fence Dr. İsmet Yılmaz, TurAF
Commander General Akın Öz-
türk, Undersecretary of De-
fence Industries Prof. Dr.
İsmail Demir, former TurAF
commanders and foreign mili-
tary attachés, as well as repre-
sentatives from the TurAF, TAI,
TEI and Airbus Defence and
Security companies.    
Firstly, Commander of 221st
Squadron Pilot Staff Lieutenant Colonel Yıldırım Açıkel and Un-
dersecretaries for Defence Industries Head of Fixed-Wing Plat-
forms Department Dr. Murat Ceran presented information about
the A400M Project. Lieutenant Colonel Açıkel said that the ope-
ration space of the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF) was expanded
in parallel to the increasing field of interest in a globalizing
world; and they have gained the capability of transporting more
loads to further places in a quicker way.  Listing the aircraft’s
technical specifications, Lieutenant Colonel Açıkel also stated
that the aircraft would be capable of lifting 2 T129 ATAK helicop-
ters.  According to information given by Lieutenant Colonel Açı-
kel, 8 pilots and 8 loading technicians working for the TurAF as
part of the project have received training about the A400M airc-
rafts; and the training process for 2 pilots is underway in Spain.
For maintenance and support systems, 4 aircraft maintenance
officers and 35 aircraft maintenance sergeants completed their
specialization training. Once all of the aircrafts are handed over,
a total of 46 pilots, 20 loading technicians and 103 aircraft ma-
intenance personnel will be in charge. Lieutenant Colonel Açıkel
concluded his speech by saying, “There is no place we cannot go
to, no strip we cannot land on and no weather we cannot fly thro-
ugh with A400M”.

Mentioning the industry side of the project, Dr. Ceran gave a
summary of the project history and said that the contract price
signed by Turkey which consisted of design and manufacturing
activities amounted to 1.3 billion euros. Dr. Ceran said that some
structural parts of the aircraft such as the forward centre fuse-
lage and emergency exit, parachutists’ exit doors, rear body
upper frame and emergency exit, tail cone, wing flaps and speed
brake were designed and produced under the responsibility of
TAI. He said that on the basis of systems; the illumination, water
and waste systems were designed and produced and also the
harness were manufactured again under the responsibility of
TAI. Stating that Turkey’s business share was by 7% in terms of
structural components of the project, Dr. Ceran said that the ex-
port to be made by TAI throughout the project would surpass 
1 billion euros.  Mentioning the TEI’s business share in engine
works, Dr. Ceran said that the TEI designed and produced the
front bearing structure module and exhaust outlet modules of
the engine, the mentioned business share constituted 3% of the
engine and the TEI’s total sales volume throughout the project
was expected to amount to 130 million euros.
In addition to the information provided in the ceremony, TAI is-
sued a press bulletin about the ceremony, indicating that it will

SPECIAL COVERAGE

“There Is No Place We Cannot
Go To, No Strip We Cannot Land
on and No Weather We Cannot
Fly Through With A400M” 
After the Aircraft Acceptance Certificate of Turkey’s 1st A400M aircraft was signed on
April 4 and the aircraft was delivered to Turkey on April 16, the Handover Ceremony of
the First Turkish A400M Atlas Cargo Aircraft to Air Force Command was organized at
the 12th Airlift Main Base Command in Kayseri on May 12. The ceremony marked the
beginning of the age of strategic transportation for the Turkish Air Force (TurAF).  
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continue to furnish services regarding technical support, tech-
nical documentation update, spare parts and ground support
equipment supply and production, retrofit and guarantee servi-
ces as part of its support activities in the maintenance and ope-
ration period as long as the A400M aircrafts remain operable. 
Dr. Ceran listed other contributions made by the project, except
its design and production activities as follow:
n Turkey has played a role in design and production activities

for the first time as the member of an international 
consortium thanks to its A400M Project. 

n TAI has become the founding member of Airbus Military
Company and established long-term commercial relations
with the leading companies of Europe.

n TAI was granted the design and production organization
approval by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA).
This infrastructure has established one of the foundations
of the indigenous product development projects, 
mainly HÜRKUŞ.

Recalling that the first aircraft was handed over with a 6-month
delay, Dr. Ceran said that one more aircraft would be taken
over this year and the remaining 8 aircrafts would be received
in 2015-2018 by taking the delivery of 2 aircrafts each year.

Independent Operations from the Mainland
The next speech was delivered by the TurAF Commander Gene-
ral Akın Öztürk. He underlined TurAF’s strategic transportation
capability, saying, “A400M ATLAS is an important capability for
the TAF. It’s the requirement of a great and effective air force
which is capable of carrying out operations independently from
its mainland, as well as a strategic capability for our state.” Sta-
ting that the TurAF has always attached importance to maximi-
zing its transportation capability throughout its history of more
than 100 years, General Öztürk said that thousands of parachu-
tists and materials were thrown on the island with the C-47, 
C-160 and C-130 aircrafts during the Cyprus Peace Operation.
General Öztürk said that they would take 10 A400M aircrafts in
inventory until 2018 and also gradually retire the veteran C-160
aircrafts. General Öztürk concluded his speech by saying that
they have modernized the C-130 aircrafts as part of the Erciyes
Project with the support of national industry, and thus made a
modern transportation capability consisting of the A400M, C-130
and CN-235 aircrafts available for duty.
Taking the floor after him, Minister of National Defence Dr.
İsmet Yılmaz underlined that the A400M Project was the first
joint international project, in which the Turkish Defence In-
dustry has played a role from the design to production and lo-
gistic support, and thus the Turkish companies have gained
remarkable design capabilities on the scale of Europe. Dr.
İsmet Yılmaz also mentioned the recent developments in avia-
tion and space projects and listed the indigenous products
which were handed over.

We are Boosting Our Current Capacity 
The final speech of the ceremony was made by the President
Abdullah Gül. Stating that he is proud and glad to see that Tur-
key has become a partner nation of the development projects
of most advanced aircrafts in the world and also one of the sha-
reholder countries in their production, Gül underlined that Tur-
key has been continuing to meet the TAF’s needs in a
determined way thanks to its strong economy, while many
other countries decreased their defence expenditures in such
an atmosphere of global crisis. Gül stated that the TAF used
the C-130 and C-160 aircrafts in its inventory in an effective
way, when necessary, and thus they have boosted current ca-
pacity with the A400M.
Stating that a step was taken in compliance with the new power
structure and strategic capability development programs wit-
hin NATO, Gül said that developing such capabilities to be ope-
rable with other elements of NATO was agreed upon during a
NATO summit which was held in Chicago with his participation
in 2012. Gül also mentioned the compliance of the A400M Pro-
ject with NATO’s “Smart Defence” initiative.  Furthermore, Gül
pointed out that these projects are long-termed and that great
opportunities are likely to be missed, unless the right decisions
are made when the right time comes. Gül also thanked those
who have made the decisions with regard to this project.
Following the speeches, the doors of the aerodrome, where
the ceremony was organized, was opened and the A400M was

presented to the guests. Afterwards, the high-ranking gu-
ests toured the aircraft. The ceremony ended following the
cocktail.

Total Length : 45.10 m
Wingspan : 42.40 m
Height : 14.70 m
Maximum Take-off Weight : 141,000 kg
Maximum Landing Weight : 123,000 kg
Internal Fuel Weight : 50,500 kg
Maximum Carrying Capacity : 37,000 kg
Maximum Operation Altitude : 40,000 ft
Flying Speed Range : 0.68-0.72 Mach (800 km/h on an altitude of 13,000 m)
Range : 3,000 km with a load of 37 tons; 4,500 km with a load of 

30 tons; 6,400 km with a load of 20 tons; 
9.000 km with a load of 10 tons

A400M Technical Specifications:

In the presentation made during the ceremony, 
the structural parts of the aircraft designed and produced in
Turkey were shown coloured with Turkish flag.

TEI is responsible for the design and 
production of the front bearing 
structure module of TP400-D6 engines.

TEI is also responsible for the 
design and production of the exhaust outlet 
modules of TP400-D6 engines.
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ASELSAN / marketing@aselsan.com.tr

Armoured vehicles, whether tracked or wheeled, have
been equipped with weapons more than 70 years. Ho-
wever, the conventional weapons, in comparison to the

performance of remotely operated systems, invite weaknesses
for the platform and the gunner due to occupying large amount
of space, heavy weight and being the most preferred attacking
point of the platform leading the highest vulnerability. On the
other hand, the emergence of Remotely Controlled Weapon
Stations (RCWSs) in the last decades introduced remote con-
trol technology for gunners to operate within the safety condi-
tions, in the meantime providing protection against the line of
enemy fire. The cutting-edge technology developed through re-
motely controlled weapon systems brings modern armed for-
ces not only higher probability of hitting and protection of the
operator but also target identification, monitoring, area denial,
detection and surveillance capabilities even in adverse weather
and battlefield conditions thanks to electro-optic systems in-
tegrated to the platforms.
Geopolitical and strategic environment, in which Turkey is lo-
cated between the Middle-East, Europe and Asia as an inter-
secting road, has motivated ASELSAN, the foremost defence
electronics contractor of Turkey, to design and develop RCWSs
to provide military platforms as well as protection of critical
assets with the capability to engage with an enemy in a way
that minimize the risks and threats.

Taking aforementioned elements into account, efficient and ef-
fective usage of border and coastal defence capabilities equip-
ped with RCWSs based on state-of-the-art technology systems
would minimize the risks and problems that armed forces and
civilians encounter during daily operations either in military
zones or in public areas. Among various solutions, RCWSs that
can be used with different calibre guns either on fixed plat-
forms such as border control stations or mobile platforms
such as patrol vehicles, patrol boats, vessels etc. are one of the
mostly chosen systems for modern armed forces to overcome
and repel threats stated above.

Indigenous Products from STAMP to CLAW
STAMP (Stabilized Machine Gun Platform), STAMP-G (Stabili-
zed Machine Gun Platform-Gatling Gun), STOP (25mm Remote
Controlled Stabilized Naval Gun System), SMASH (30mm Re-
mote Controlled Stabilized Naval Gun System), SARP (Stabili-
zed Advanced Remote Weapon Platform) and CLAW (25mm
Unmanned Turret) are indigenous products designed and de-
veloped by ASELSAN based on the extensive experience and
know-how gained in the fields of C4ISR, fire support, electro-
optic and integrated sensor systems. This experience has ins-
pired ASELSAN to offer internationally competitive products in
the field of RCWSs that can be customized according to the
specific requirements of different users. The main features of
the systems are:

ANALYSIS

ASELSAN STAMP

ASELSAN Remotely 
Controlled Weapon Stations
In today’s continuously and rapidly 
changing threat perception environment, 
the importance of coastal and border 
security has increased than ever before 
due to frequent violation of borders reasoned by 
illegal human trafficking activities, drug and weapon 
smuggling, terrorist raids on land bases and pirate 
attacks on naval vessels.

ASELSAN STAMP-G
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n High probability of hit
n Day/night target detection by means of TV and Thermal 

Cameras
n Automatic target tracking and firing on-the-move
n Operation under adverse weather and terrain conditions
n Remote operation: Protection of gunner against counter fire
n Suitable for installation on various naval and land platforms
STAMP is suitable for the integration of 7.62mm machine gun,
12.7mm heavy machine gun and 40mm automatic grenade la-
uncher. In addition to these weapons, STAMP-G can be equip-
ped with GAU-19/A Gatling Gun. STOP, on the other hand, can
be utilized with 25mm guns according to customer re-
quirements.
SARP is a lightweight, low silhouette (650mm turret
height) land version of STAMP for tracked, tactical
wheeled vehicles and ground stations.
CLAW is a remote controlled gun system that can be adap-
ted to a wide range of wheeled or tracked vehicles. The pri-
mary armament of the CLAW is 25mm dual-feed automatic
cannon. The system also mounts a secondary 7.62mm co-
axial machine gun. CLAW introduces improved capabilities
to existing armoured vehicles. The 25mm calibre with sub-
calibre armour piercing fin-stabilized ammunition enables
anti-armour capability against similar sized infantry fighting
vehicles.
The youngest member of ASELSAN’s Remote Controlled
Weapon System family SMASH was presented in IDEF 2013.
Based on experience and knowledge obtained from existing
members of the family, 12.7mm STAMP and 25mm STOP
Systems, SMASH System has been developed in less than 
2 years. As opposed to fixed sight systems, High Accuracy Sta-
bilized Gimbal (HASG), which can rotate in elevation and azi-
muth axes relative to turret, is integrated to SMASH System.
HASG ensures effective firing at long distances by enabling
electro-optic units (thermal camera, day TV camera and laser
range finder) stay on the target at all times, even during the fi-
ring where ballistic correction is applied to the gun. Further-
more, surveillance without aiming gun to the target and video
tracking are possible with HASG integration. Dual feed 30mm
automatic cannon installed on SMASH System is capable of fi-
ring 200 rounds per minute.

Fully Qualified Systems
ASELSAN RCWSs can operate day/night under adverse weat-
her and terrain conditions by employing passive surveillance
sensors such as, thermal camera, day TV camera and laser

range finder. The main function of the system is better lo-
cating and tracking (automatic when desired) the target as
well as maximizing the hit accuracy while providing ma-
ximum security for the gunner.
The systems can be remotely controlled by use of a Re-
mote Gun Control Unit which is located in the operation
and command control centre. Automatic slewing to target

coordinates and automatic video target tracking features
are also assigned by Remote Gun Control Unit. An ergo-
nomic gunner console with a ruggedized LCD (liquid
crystal display) monitor offers a user-friendly interface to
the operator.
Besides the system’s automatic mode, manual back-up
mode is available in case preferred. Due to the stabilization

feature, the system can perform precise firings against statio-
nary or moving targets while the platform is on-the-move. This
shoot-on-the-move capability is very important for crew sur-
vivability, especially when faced with multiple armed adversa-
ries shooting from different directions.
In order to ensure security of the home platform, the profile
of the system is specifically designed for minimizing radar
cross-section for naval applications while firing zone
restrictions both in azimuth and elevation can
be introduced according to the platform
structure in concern.

By its stabilized structure, remote operability feature, automa-
ted target detection function and firing accuracy, the system
can be utilized for all combat purposes. The lightweight stabi-
lized turret provides automatic target tracking and firing ca-
pability without being affected by the motion of the base
platform over which the system is operating.
The sensor package, comprising a thermal-imaging camera,
day TV camera and laser range finder, is an integral part of the
systems and allows a full 7/24 operation capability. As the
system combines day TV camera with thermal camera, the
gunner can engage camouflaged targets that would otherwise
be difficult to identify during daylight conditions.

ASELSAN STOP

ASELSAN SARP



Thus, electro-optic sensors of the ASELSAN Remote Control-
led Weapon Systems provide the operator with the necessary
instructions for target observation under all kinds of visibility
and mission situations.
The systems can be automatically slewed onto targets assig-
ned by a command control system. Its advanced fire control
computer incorporating sophisticated algorithms maximizes
the hit probability of the system.
RCWSs are primarily designed for use on naval platforms, ar-
moured military vehicles, 4x4 armoured vehicles and armou-
red patrol vehicles as well as for stationary use in order to
serve for the defence of strategic assets according to tactical
requirements.
Proven capability of the system openly demonstrates that, with
the help of stabilization feature, remote control ability and in-
tegrated electro-optic sensors, the firing accuracy is dramati-
cally improved, compared to the manual use of the same
weapons, against stationary or moving targets while the plat-
form is on the move even in adverse environmental conditions.
ASELSAN RCWSs are currently in service in Turkey with the

boats/ships of Turkish Coast Guard Command and Turkish
Navy and vehicles/stationary facilities of Turkish Army and Tur-
kish Police.
ASELSAN has already accomplished deliveries of RCWSs to va-

rious countries worldwide. ASELSAN keeps pace
with the rapid evolution of its customers’ requi-
rements and technological progress. ASELSAN

is ready to devote its resources to provide the best solution with
the most efficient cost/performance combination.

ANALYSIS

ASELSAN CLAW

ASELSAN SMASH
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Anova has always been a reliable sub-contractor and
partner to the defence industry since the first day it was
founded. Having taken assignments roles in many pres-

tigious projects such as ASELSAN’s tank fire control system
TAKS, TAI’s ANKA UAV and HÜRKUŞ trainer aircraft, FNSS’s
armoured amphibious assault bridge SAMUR and TÜBİTAK
SAGE’s SOM cruise missile, Anova has continuously extended
its capabilities and steadily grew in number of employees. Re-
alizing the importance of low turnover rates, Anova tries to
maintain its experienced employee’s workforce which brought
the honour of having receiving 3 patents and completing suc-
cessfully more than 150 projects. Apart from providing the de-
sign and engineering consultancy services, Anova was awarded
by several well-known engineering analyses software firms
like ANSYS, Ricardo, Concepts NREC and Flowmaster the title
of the Turkish Channel Partner due to its success in software
sales and quality of after-sales support. In addition, Anova is
the only company so far being awarded with the “Exceptional
Business Growth Achievement Award” by Fluent three consec-
utive times successively and “Territorial Channel Partner of
the Year Award” by ANSYS twice in a row successively.
With a strategic decision made in 2009, Anova has started its
evolution to become a preferred subcontractor in defence and
aerospace with design, engineering analyses, manufacturing
and test capabilities. After several challenging projects and in-
spection procedures, Anova has been nominated to be one of
the very few “Authorized Subcontractor in Design” companies
by ASELSAN. Further growth was achieved with the foundation
of a manufacturing and prototype workshop at Saraykent,
Ankara. With this facility, Anova is able to manufacture the
components it designs rather than outsourcing.

ANOVA started providing engineering services to ASELSAN in
early 2009 including mechanical design, analysis and manu-
facture of military electronic units. In late 2011 12.7 mm calibre
Ammunition Flex Chute (AFC), used at remote-controlled
weapon systems, project was kicked off with ASELSAN SST
Group and the first prototype was manufactured in May 2012.
After carrying out some tests with this prototype design was
modified to improve its performance and second prototype was
manufactured in June 2012 which passed all environmental
and functionality tests resulting successfully completed project
by the end of September the same year.

ADVERTORIAL

ANOVA Steps up 
to Genuine 

Solutions with 
Ammunition 
Flex Chute

Founded in 2003 as a computer aided 
engineering company in Istanbul, 

ANOVA now serves its clients in 
different industries including 

defence & aerospace, automotive, 
white goods and turbo machinery 

industries with its offices at three 
major cities- Ankara, İstanbul and İzmir.

AFC has a modular 
structure that is the 

resulting assembly of 
individual pods

Table 1. AFC technical specifications 
12.7 mm calibre and 38 pods
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Flexible Design
AFC can adopt difference geometries between ammo
box and the weapon system with its flexible structure
and is especially used at remote-controlled weapon
systems from 7.62 mm and 12.7 mm to 40 mm ranging in cal-
ibre. AFC has a modular structure that is the resulting assem-
bly of individual pods. As such it can be manufactured with
different lengths depending on the distance between weapon
and the ammo box. ANOVA AFC technical specifications are
given in Table 1 for 12.7 mm calibre and 38 pods.
There is limited number of producers of AFC which is an inte-
gral part of weapon systems such as STAMP, STOP and SARP
designed and produced by ASELSAN. AFC was an imported
product from abroad thanks to this project carried out together
with ASELSAN, it is considered as an important step toward
reducing dependence on foreign sources in critical defence in-
dustry products.

Tough Tests
AFC designed and produced by ANOVA, was tested according
to the military standards as well as to simulated field condi-
tions. In order to define the technical requirements of the field
tests, ANOVA and ASELSAN SST Group technical teams
worked together. The required test fixtures were also designed
and manufactured by ANOVA. Tests were carried out by 
using ASELSAN and OSTIM-KOSGEB testing infrastructure. 
ASELSAN has been testing the AFC on the field. The field gun-
shot studies continue to complete the product life cycle period
and there is no negative issue reported so far.
ANOVA AFC was designed and produced from either stainless
or corrosion resistant materials with the necessary precau-
tions as it is planned to be utilized at STAMP and SARP for both
sea and land-use.
ANOVA officials say that ANOVA AFC is in fairly good condition
both in mechanical strength and the technical requirements
when compared to competitors’ products. Twisting, turning
and wrapping radii requirements defined by ASELSAN could
easily be met and according to the test results the friction
force due to the ammunition movement along the
flex chute is at a level that will not cause any
issue with the weapon system. The friction
force level at ANOVA AFC is lower
than the benchmarked competi-
tors’ products.  

What is next
12.7 mm calibre ANOVA AFC

which is a result of the project com-
pleted with ASELSAN satisfies all the 

technical requirements and functionality to en-
courage the project team. ANOVA officials say: “Sim-

ilar to the all projects we completed so far we would like to
take the experience we gained in this project and design dif-
ferent calibres AFC. 25mm and 30mm calibres AFC projects

have already started. The solid models are ready. The produc-
tions are about the start. The support of the defence in-

dustry leading companies such as ASELSAN is
crucial for us and with their increased support

there is no doubt to develop more success-
ful products. We created a successful prod-
uct with the AFC project. We are after

enlarging our activities for this product. As such
we will contact local and international defence indus-

try companies, we are ready to design and manufacture
new products for their needs.”

Solid models for 
25mm version of AFC

Solid models for 
30mm version of AFC
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Ümit BAYRAKTAR / ubayraktar@milscint.com

The Kaan29 class boat of the ONUK MRTP29 series first
entered into service on July 2002. At the time it was first
introduced, the Kaan29 represented an outstanding ac-

hievement and success, a boat with a hitherto unrivalled per-
formance. Following the production of 9 Kaan29 boats, the
Yonca-Onuk Shipyard convinced the Turkish Coast Guard Com-
mand that it could raise the bar even higher, and create an even
superior vessel. This led to the joint development program with
the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries (SSM) for the pro-
duction of the MRTP33. The resulting “Kaan33” TCSG-301 boat,
the first of the ONUK MRTP33 series, exceeded expectations.
After this new vessel successfully completed its “first of its
class” tests, the Coast Guard Command purchased 12 more
“Kaan33” boats. Two ONUK MRTP33 boats with guided missi-
les were later delivered to Pakistan, while an ONUK MRTP33
boat armed with an ASELSAN STOP weapon system was deli-
vered to Georgia.
Since the time the MRTP33 was first designed in 2003, there
have been significant advances in ship machinery, equipment,

systems and other technologies. Although most of these new
advances have been reflected and implemented onto the ONUK
MRTP33, ship designers still wished to develop a new ONUK
MRTP34 platform that would not only incorporate these advan-
ces into its basic design, but also have an open-ended archi-
tecture that would be able to accommodate the possible
advances of the following 10 years. While the output power of
most vessels was limited to 3650 HP in 2003, the level of output
power has nowadays reached to 4500 HP in many ships. It was
hence considered appropriate to design a new vessel that
would be compatible with a 5000 HP power output.
In addition to possessing superior speed and manoeuvrability,
the MRTP34 also needed to have advanced, or even “ahead-of-
its-time,” warfare capabilities. To create a more combat-ori-
ented platform, the Yonca-Onuk Shipyard cooperated with
ASELSAN, one of its strategic partners. In addition to its stan-
dard 25 mm or 30 mm main cannon, the MRTP34 was thus de-
signed in such a way that, it could also use cannons sized up to
40 mm. The superstructure of the vessel was reinforced and
equipped with a 3-dimensional MAR-D radar and/or ASELFIR

ANALYSIS

The Yonca-Onuk Shipyard constantly strives to develop and improve its products, and
closely follows its different types of platforms operating in seas across the world, 
paying close attention to the very valuable information and recommendations coming
from its customers. Nowadays, Yonca-Onuk Shipyard’s main goal is to “do things 
in an even better way.” The ONUK MRTP34 was born from this desire to create a 
product nearing perfection, based on the knowledge and experience that has been 
accumulated over the years. The first customer of the ONUK MRTP34 is Qatar.

Achieving Near Perfection in Ship Design:

the ONUK MRTP34
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electro-optical systems. The rear-side of the superstructure
was designed such that it could house a compact ONUK La-
uncher, capable of firing Harpoon Blok 2, Saab RBS15, Kongs-
berg NSM, MBDA Marte and CPMIEC C70 guided missiles. The
Compact ONUK Launcher system has already been patented
in Europe and the US.
Furthermore, the stern of the MRTP34 was modified such that
it could accommodate an MLS missile launcher system, which
can fire surface-to-air missiles such as the IGLA, Stinger and
Mistral; and multi-purpose missiles such as the LMM. The mo-
dular operator panel design of ASELSAN allows the STAMP,
STOP and MLS systems of the boat to be used from the same
operator panel, thus simplifying maintenance as well as per-
sonnel training for the ship.

All weapons and sensors on
the vessel can be controlled
from the deck, and the com-
bat operation centre is integ-
rated with the bridge. This
feature has allowed a reduc-
tion of the number of person-
nel necessary for operating
the boat. ASELSAN has also
reflected its experience and
knowledge regarding com-
munication systems onto the
MRTP34’s design by providing
special communication solu-
tions that can easily be confi-
gured according to the
number of users; that can sa-
fely relay internal and exter-
nal communications; and that

can utilize digital radio technology. Owing to these features,
the MRTP34 is more than just a standard coast guard boat, and
possesses capabilities equivalent to those of fast attack and
patrol boats.
Joint studies are continuously being conducted between the
Yonca-Onuk Shipyard and ASELSAN for the integration of mo-
dern weapon, sensor and communication systems into the
shipyard’s vessels, and to provide advanced warfare system
solutions for new ship designs.
According to Dr. Ekber İ.N. Onuk, the Vice Chairman of the
Board of Directors of the Yonca-Onuk Shipyard, the ONUK
MRTP34’s superior seaworthiness and speed, along with its
advanced weapons and systems, enables it to be on par with
current 45-50 m fast attack boats in terms of military effecti-
veness. Dr. Onuk also added that the ONUK MRTP34 is highly
cost-effective, and that its advanced composite structure en-
sures low maintenance costs and an extended lifespan.

Ekber İ. N. Onuk, the Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Yonca-Onuk 
Shipyard and Rear Admiral Mohammed Nasser al-Mohanadi, Commander of 
Qatari Naval Forces.
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The Largest Vessel of the ONUK MRTP Family
was Delivered to Qatar
The Yonca-Onuk Shipyards delivered the ONUK MRTP boats to
seven countries. The ONUK MRTP boats, which have become an
internationally-recognized brand, are either constructed in Tur-
key and exported to the recipient country, or are constructed di-
rectly in the recipient country. Recently, the first delivery of the
largest member of the ONUK MRTP boats has been performed.
The Yonca-Onuk Shipyard, which constantly strives to develop
and improve the MRTP concept through R&D activities and the
implementation of technological advances to its sub-systems,
has performed its first delivery of the Kaan34 class ONUK
MRTP34 boat to the Naval Forces of the Qatar Emirate in a ce-
remony held at Tuzla, Istanbul, on December 24th, 2013.
Within the scope of the contract signed on December 7th, 2011,
between Qatar and the Yonca-Onuk Shipyard; the Naval Forces
of the Qatar Emirate had ordered 3 Kaan16 class ONUK MRTP16
boats and 3 Kaan34 class ONUK MRTP34 boats. The delivery of
all ONUK MRTP16 boats, which can reach a maximum speed of
65 nautical miles/hour, was completed within 2013. The first de-
livery of the ONUK MRTP34, the largest vessel of the ONUK
MRTP family, was recently performed to Qatar within the scope
of the abovementioned contract. Inspired by the first naval victory
of the Muslim world, Qatar named the boat “That Assuary.” The
bow number of the boat, on the other hand, was Q-31.
In addition to the workers of the Yonca-Onuk Shipyard; atten-
dants of the vessel’s delivery ceremony included many high-
ranking military and civilian officials from Turkey and Qatar,
including the Turkish Deputy Minister of National Defence
Hasan Kemal Yardımcı, and the Qatari Chief of Staff Major-Ge-
neral Ghanim Bin Shaheen Alganim. 

In his speech during the ceremony, Şakir A. Yılmaztürk, Yonca-Onuk
Shipyard’s Chairman of the Board, noted that the deliveries were
being performed with strict adherence to the timelines outlined
in the contract. He also described that the ONUK MRTP16 con-
tributed significantly to Qatar’s strength in the Gulf Region, and
provided various information regarding the MRTP34’s technical
characteristics. Yılmaztürk also drew attention to the coopera-
tion between two countries, and thanked the Qatari officials for
their support.
The Yonca-Onuk Shipyard plans to deliver the 2 remaining 
ONUK MRTP34 boats within this year, with a 4-month interval bet-
ween the 2 deliveries. According to current plans; the second boat
launched on January 2nd and named “Fateh Alkhair” will be deli-
vered to Qatar’s capital, Doha, towards the end of June 2014; while
the third boat named “Al Wusail” will be launched towards the end
of June 2014, and be delivered to Qatar towards the end of October.

ANALYSIS

Length Overall : 36.69 m
Length Waterline (full) : 30.23 m
Length Waterline (lightship) : 29.84 m
Beam (maximum) : 6.93 m
Draught (full load) : < 1.55 m
Speed, maximum (at half load) : > 42 knots
Speed, economic : 28-32 knots
Range (economic speed) : 750 nm
Crew : 21 (80 kg/person)
Mission Crew : 6 (90 kg/person)
Endurance : 3 days
Displacement (full load) : 125 tons
Weapons : ASELSAN SMASH 30 mm stabilized turret, 

2 gun mounts for 12,7 mm guns at port 
and bridge sides

Technical Specifications of ONUK MRTP34
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The main weapon of the Kaan34 class ONUK MRTP34 boat delivered to 
Qatar is ASELSAN’s 30 mm stabilized cannon system. The SMASH 30 mm
stabilized cannon system is the latest member of ASELSAN’s 
remote-controlled weapon systems developed for warships, patrol boats,
coast guard boats and landing ships. Prior to the deliveries to Qatar, the
SMASH cannon system successfully passed firing and acceptance tests
performed in the Black Sea. 
During these tests performed under difficult sea conditions, SMASH 
demonstrated high performance and accuracy. The stabilization, tracking
and the accuracy performance displayed by the system during tests 
performed while the MRTP34 travelled at speeds between 0 and 40 knots
drew praise from the Acceptance Committee of Qatar's Naval Forces. 

New Features
The SMASH system 
possesses more advanced
features and characteristics
than the other members of
ASELSAN's STOP family 
of stabilized cannons. 
The SMASH cannon 
possesses a dual 
ammunition feed system,
which allows the simultaneous
use of two different types of
ammunition. Other important
features of the cannon system
includes an electro-optic 
vision system consisting 
of a thermal camera, 
a day camera, and a laser
rangefinder; and a 
stabilization system that moves on the vertical and horizontal axes 
independently of the cannon. To ensure accurate firing over long ranges,
SMASH’s electro-optic system called the Sensitive Stabilized Orienter
(SSO) maintains the target in sight even during ballistic corrections 
on the cannon. The SSO also allows users to observe their surroundings and
to identify targets without having to change the direction of the cannon.
To ensure that the SMASH cannon system can remain on target without
being affected from the movements of the platform on which it is mounted;
the system's optical sights and firing line (or boresight) are stabilized 
separately. The SMASH cannon allows the detection of targets that cannot
be seen with the naked eye during the night or under adverse weather 
conditions. It also allows the identification and tracking of targets, 
and the accurate firing of the cannon at these targets after performing
the necessary ballistic calculations. Thus, the system can fire with high
accuracy even when the platform it is mounted and/or its target are 
moving.
The SMASH system also possesses an ergonomic “Control Unit,” 
which provides the gunner a comfortable environment for carrying out
his/her tasks. Owing to its remote control feature, the system allows the
gunner to use the weapon effectively without being exposed to counter fire.
For safe usage, the system permits the user to identify sectors or angles in
which movement or firing is not allowed. In order to allow the easy and 
effective use of the system by the gunner, the Control Unit of the system
displays on an LCD screen all necessary and essential information, 
such as the horizontal and vertical angles of the turret; the angle of sight 
of the electro-optical units; the number of remaining ammunition; 

information regarding the system’s current operational mode; and warning
symbols indicating malfunction and other problems.

Supporting Equipment for SMASH 
has also been Developed
A Portable Maintenance System (PMS) was developed for performing 
on-the-field testing on the SMASH system. With the aid of the PMS, 
sources of malfunctions and problems that may arise during the 
operational use of the system can be easily identified, even at the level 
of Line Replaceable Units (LRUs). Through the replacement of the 
malfunctioning unit, the system can continue to function with minimum
interruption of its operational activities. The PMS functions by first 
identifying the sources of malfunctions/problems in the tested system, 
and by analyzing these 

ASELSAN Brings 30 mm Calibre to its Family of Stabilized
Weapon Systems: the SMASH System is Ready for Duty.

Weapon : 30 mm Mk44 Bushmaster-II (ATK)
Rate of Fire : 200 rounds / minute
Feed : Dual
Magazine Capacity : 150 (2x75)
Weight : < 1.150 kg 
Max. Angular Speed : > 60°/s 
Max. Angular Acceleration : > 90°/s2
Weapon Shift Limits : ±160° (nx360° movement capability)
SSO Shift Limits : ±10° (depending on the weapon)
Weapon and SSO Horizontal Movement Limits : -15° / +55°
SSO Stabilization Accuracy : < 0,15 mrad
Power Supply : 220 VAC

Technical Specifications of SMASH
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Within the scope of the
Oman Naval Forces' ten-
der announced in 2010

for a Damage Control Training Si-
mulator and its integrated logistics
support services, Meteksan Defen-
ce’s system competed with the de-
signs of companies from 8 different
countries, including the United
Kingdom, Norway, Malaysia and
India. Following technical evaluati-
ons, Meteksan Defence’s simulator
– whose design and production is
entirely indigenous – was awarded
the tender after being considered as
the best of the evaluated designs.
Production of the simulator began
on August 29th, 2012; it was then
completed and made ready for tes-
ting within a record period of 
11 months. 
The Damage Control Training Simulator provides training to naval
platforms’ personnel, both at an individual and team level, on con-
trolling and handling of damage that might results from possible
accidents, malfunctions and firefights. The simulator thus allows
the personnel to become familiar with different damage control
methods, and also provides the means to test damage control
equipment and gear in realistic settings and conditions. The design
of the Simulator is based on a section of the relevant naval platform
to which the personnel will be assigned, and the simulation functi-
ons by causing damages similar to those observed when the fresh
water and fuel systems are damaged, or when the platform recei-
ves damage related to high-pressure or combat. The system can
thus replicate more than 40 types of damages, from damages on
the water systems to damages on the platform’s broadside. Owing
to its highly detailed design, the simulator can separately and si-
multaneously simulate a variety of damages to provide effective

training on different subjects and areas from basic damage control
to the prevention of the first leakage, and from water evacuation to
damage control techniques. Based on these features, Meteksan
Defence describes its simulator as being several steps ahead of
other models produced across the world. The simulator also allows
for the level of water and damage to be controlled, and can also
produce realistic effects such as sound and smoke. In addition, the
simulator possesses a flexible and automated system that can rep-
roduce damages in different locations, and allows new types of da-
mage to be defined and implemented. These features enable the
simulator to reproduce a large number of different scenarios. Furt-
hermore, the simulator possesses a highly advanced training eva-
luation system that is not found in other simulators. The Oman
Damage Control Training Simulator Project will provide training to
24 students. Within the scope of this project, the Oman Branch of
Meteksan Defence was founded in Oman’s capital, Muscat, and

began its activities
shortly thereafter. Me-
teksan Defence is cur-
rently developing a
more comprehensive
system for the Turkish
Naval Forces within
the context of the Fire
and Damage Control
Training Simulator
Project. The project
began in 2009, and is
still ongoing.

SPECIAL COVERAGE

Meteksan Defence Sets the
Bridge between Naval Forces

of Turkey and Oman 

The Damage Control Training Simulator designed and 
tested by Meteksan Defence, which represents Turkey’s
first defence export to Oman, was visited by the Turkish
Naval Forces Commander Admiral Bülent Bostanoğlu and
the Chief of the Royal Navy of Oman Rear Admiral Abdullah
Bin Khamis Bin Abdullah Al Raisi on April 2nd, 2014.
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ADVERTORIAL

Otokar Turret Systems
Land systems house of Turkey, Otokar has been developing weapon 
and turret systems since 1989 and various lightweight turrets  produced 
by Otokar  are in service   with the Otokar vehicles. 
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With the expansion of its product family, Otokar turned
its focus on turret and weapon station development
since 2011. Otokar introduced Mızrak-30 in 2011 as

the result of its almost 25 years of knowledge and expertise on
turret systems design and integration. And in 2013, Otokar in-
troduced remote controlled turret systems BOZOK, BASOK and
UCOK, ranging from 7.62mm to 30mm, therefore increasing
its ability to offer small to medium calibre, complementary land
defence system alternatives to its users. With its high-perfor-
mance, high-tech turret systems, Otokar aims to strengthen
its platforms and make a difference in the global competition.

BASOK Stabilized Weapon 
Station for 7.62mm GPMG:
BASOK Remote controlled 
weapon station is a stabilized
weapon station with 7.62mm
machine gun which is designed
for armoured fighting vehicles.

BOZOK 12.7mm MKT 
One Man Turret: BOZOK 
is designed to operate with
12.7mm / 7.62mm machine
gun or 40mm automatic 
grenade launcher.

BOZOK 25mm MKT One Man 
Turret: BOZOK 25mm MKT one
man electrical driven stabilized
turret is designed to operate with
25mm dual feed automatic cannon.
Turret has high performance
electrical turret/gun drive and
stabilization system.

UCOK 12.7mm/7.62mm/40mm
AGL Stabilized Machine Gun
Platform: UCOK RCWS 
stabilized machine gun platform
utilizes 12.7mm/7.62mm 
machine gun or 40mm automatic
grenade launcher on the same platform. The weapon 
station has dual axes independently driven sight which 
accommodates a dual FOV thermal camera, a CCD 
camera and a laser range finder.

KESKIN Remote Controlled
Weapon Station: KESKIN remote
controlled weapon station, 
suitable to operate with 7.62mm
or 12.7mm or 40mm automatic
grenade launcher, n x 360o

continuous traverse, allows 
gunner to detect target by using day & thermal 
sight systems under armour protection.

MIZRAK-30: MIZRAK-30 is an
unmanned turret system which is
designed for armoured fighting
vehicles. It is controlled by a 
gunner and a commander seated
inside the vehicle under armour.
Armour piercing, high explosive
and all other types of ammunition available for the 
cannon can be fired. ABM munition firing capability is also
an option. MIZRAK-30 has the latest generation digital
fire control system architecture having dual-axes 
independently stabilized commander and gunner sights.
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The General meeting of SASAD met with an agenda for
election of the new board of directors and ceremony
for top performing companies. The Board of Directors

were elected as follows:
• Mahmut Faruk Akşit (TEI),
• İzzet Artunç (MKEK),
• Recep Barut (STM),
• Muharrem Dörtkaşlı (TAI),
• Cengiz Ergeneman (ASELSAN),
• Mithat Ertuğ (OSSA),
• Serdar Görgüç (Otokar),
• Mustafa Kızıltaş (TSSK),
• Nail Kurt (FNSS),
• Kudret Önen (RMK Marine),
• Aziz Sipahi (AYESAŞ),
• Sadık Yamaç (HAVELSAN) and
• Selçuk Yaşar (ROKETSAN)
SASAD also published “Defence and Aerospace Industry 
Performance Report” for 2013. Tables and figures from 
the report are given at the end of the text.
Turkish Defence Industry Awards, organized but the 
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries (SSM), were also
held during the General Meeting. The awards were 
announced as follows:
• First Place: TAI
• Second Place: FNSS
• Third Place: Yonca-Onuk Shipyard
• Special Awards: ROKETSAN, Bilkent University, 

Atatürk University and OSSA.

ANALYSIS

New Era 
at SASAD
The 25th General Meeting of the 
Defence and Aerospace Industry 
Manufacturers’ Association (SASAD)
was held on April 18 in Ankara. In the
meeting, Muharrem Dörtkaşlı, 
CEO of TAI, has been selected as the
Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
K. Burak Codur / b.codur@milscint.com

Sales of Turkish Defence Industry By Years

Sales per Employee

Distribution of Turkish Defence Industry's Sales 
in 2013 (in dollars)*
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Muharrem Dörtkaşlı,
CEO of TAI and Chairman
of the Board of Directors
of SASAD.

Newly elected board of directors of SASAD
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Sales 5.076 billion dollars

Exports 1.569 billion dollars

Imports 1.326 billion dollars

R&D Spending 0.926 billion dollars

No of Employees 32.368

Table 1. Performance of Turkish Defence Industry in 2013

Sub-Sector Number of Employees

Land Platforms 5,415

Naval Platforms 535

Aerospace 8,048

Informatics 1,025

Electric and Electronics 5,786

Weapon Systems 8,171

R&D and Engineering 1,347

Materials, Molds and Componenets 917

Clothing 881

Other Producers 237

Related Organizations 6

Total 32,368

Table 2. Employees per Sub-Sector

Expenditures for Product and Technology 
Development

Exports of Turkish Defence Industry By Years

Distribution of Turkish Defence Industry's Exports 
in 2013 (in million dollars)

Expenditures per Employee for 
Product and Technology Development
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In business since 1988, ROKETSAN is a proven leader in mis-
sile and rocket programs which is a major part of Turkey’s
defence industry. During 25 years, we provided reliable sys-

tem solutions with proven performance to Turkish Armed
Forces (TAF), as well as friend allied nations. ROKETSAN is a
well-known company in our main markets namely Gulf States,
Turkic Republics, Middle East, Europe, and United States. 
As a reflection of the acquisitions regarding the rocket and
missile technologies gained since our first project (Stinger),
ROKETSAN is shaping the sector today with its wide range of
products covering land, air and sea weapon systems and its
well qualified, experienced man power. 
ROKETSAN has a wide range of product portfolio. The products
we are going to exhibit at EUROSATORY are:
n 2.75”Laser Guided Missile CIRIT,
n CIRIT Pod,
n Long Range Turkish Anti-Tank Missile MIZRAK-U,
n Laser Long Range Turkish Anti-Tank Missile L-MIZRAK-U,
n MIZRAK –U Launcher,
n Medium Range Turkish Anti-Tank Missile MIZRAK-O,
n Anti-Submarine Warfare Rocket (ASW),
n Stand-Off Missile (SOM),
n T-122/300 and T-107/122 Multipurpose and 

Multi Barrel Rocket Launcher Systems,
n Smart Micro Munition,
n Low Altitude Air Defence Missile HISAR and
n TR-107, TR-122, TR-300 Artillery Rockets.

CIRIT, in Service with TAF and Emirati Army
We are presenting CIRIT proudly as our indigenous product which
is an all-up-round laser guided system, developed to fill the gap
between unguided low-precision rockets and the antitank missiles.
Being the first 2,75” laser guided missile to be under serial
production, CIRIT has been delivered to Turkish
Armed Forces and won a contract from the
United Arab Emirates (UAE), making the
Emirati Army the first foreign cus-
tomer for the system. The en-
hanced features can be
summarized as:

n 8 km range which is the longest range in its calibre,
n Export restriction-free components,
n On-board IMU,
n Type V insensitive munitions characteristics against 

bullet impact and liquid fluid fire and
n Smart Launcher with double & quad pack configurations.

MIZRAK and HISAR Family of Missiles
MIZRAK-U, with its maximum range of 8 km and minimum
range of 500 m is capable of operating all weather conditions
and day/night. It can be used in “fire and forget” and “fire and
update” modes; with the flexibility provided by its target update
capability, offers to fire behind the mask position, fire against
targets hiding behind mask and adjust hit point and damage
assessment capability. MIZRAK-U, defined as the official anti-
tank system of the National Attack Helicopter (T – 129), can be
integrated to various platforms (helicopter, UAV, land vehicle,
stationary platform, light assault aircraft and naval platform).
MIZRAK-U and CIRIT use the common launcher which enables
combining both systems in the same configuration for cus-
tomized solution.
MIZRAK-O Medium Range Antitank Missile system which
has quite similar characteristics like MIZRAK-U can
be used from tripods, fixed platforms, ar-
moured vehicles and navy vessels.
MIZRAK-O has a maximum range
of 4 km and minimum range
of 200 m.

ADVERTORIAL

ROKETSAN: 
Reliable System 

Solutions with Proven
Performance
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122 mm rocket
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ROKETSAN is developing low and medium altitude air defence
missiles to protect mobile and stationary land force assets
against air threats. Missile systems are designed against ex-
isting and emerging threats using latest technologies. 
HISAR-A (low) and HISAR-O (medium) projects are in progress.
The first firing tests of the indigenous HISAR-A low altitude air
defence missile are completed successfully. HISAR-A is
planned to enter into service of the Turkish military in 2017.

SOM, the Next Generation Cruise Missile
Conceptual developments of Stand-Off Missile (SOM) for Turk-
ish Air Force (TurAF) have been carried out by TUBITAK-SAGE.
SOM system is the family of SOM-A and SOM-B1 missiles. In
2012, initial production SOMs were delivered to the Turkish Air
Force. Currently, the missile has been integrated to F-4E 2020
aircraft and F-16. SOM is an autonomous, long range (100+ nm),
low observable, high precision, all weather, air to surface new
generation cruise missile to be used against highly defended,
anti-access and high value stationary and moving land/surface
(ASuW) targets. Due to
the common require-
ments of TAF and JSF 
(F-35) program, SOM has
been offered as a mod-
ern anti-surface cruise
missile for newly devel-
oped F-35 fighter air-
craft. In June 2012,
Defence Industry Execu-
tive Committee of Turkey
has tasked ROKETSAN
and TUBİTAK-SAGE for development of F-35 internal carriage
variant of SOM missile named “SOM-J”. SOM-J is planned to be
integrated to F-35 Block-4 aircraft. Starting with their funda-
mental research and conceptual design, TUBİTAK-SAGE has
completed the development phase.  And now, ROKETSAN is re-
sponsible for serial production and international marketing of
SOM.  The first SOM serial production contract by Turkish Min-
istry of National Defence has been awarded to ROKETSAN at
mid-2013. This is expected to start international interest to SOM
and accelerate marketing activities around the world. F-16, 
F-35 and other platforms are considered to generate significant
market for SOM.

Superior Fire Support
ROKETSAN’s surface to surface multi calibre rocket and mis-
sile launching systems are highly mobile modern fire support
systems which perform mass lethal fire with 107mm, 122mm,

and 300 mm rockets in ranges between 3 km and 100+ km. The
launching systems cover the launchers, command and control
vehicles, ammunition supply vehicles, meteor vehicles and re-
pair vehicles. The systems are designed and configured based
on the user requirements. The basic systems are T-107/122,
T-122 and T-122/300 with wheeled and tracked versions. 
T-122/300mm Multi Calibre Rocket and Missile Launching Sys-
tem is capable of firing both 122mm and 300mm rockets. It can
fire 40x122 mm rockets or 4x300 mm rockets. Additionally, it
has the capability to fire guided and the other modern muni-
tions of the future due to its modular and flexible structure.
The multi calibre launch and variety of munitions give fire sup-
port planners more flexibility for the fire planning to support
the manoeuvring forces.

Anti-Submarine 
Solution
The Anti-Submarine
Warfare (ASW) Rocket
and Launcher System
is one of the most
modern anti-subma-
rine warfare weapon

systems with; automatic direction capability, fragmentation at
the desired distance and depth and insensitivity which ensures
a high dependability for the user. Anti-Submarine Warfare
(ASW) Rocket and Launcher System is a weapon system which
was developed to be used against subsurface targets from sur-
face platforms.  It  can be used at a range between 500-2000 m
and a depth 15-300 m, it can function as integrated to the
weapon management system and the sonar of the surface plat-
form and it has the capability of automatic direction. ASW can
be fired at targets in single or burst fire modes and fragmen-
tation at the desired depth can be maintained with the ad-
justable fuse. ROKETSAN ASW rocket, having a high explosive
warhead, possesses the insensitive munitions property (IM)
which is a property much desired in modern munitions.  The
Launcher System has properties such as stabilization, auto-
matic and manual pointing. Fire Control System calculates the
required firing principles using navigation and target informa-
tion provided by the surface platform.
ROKETSAN continues to its journey to be a global player in de-
fence market. In order to achieve this goal we will continue to
work with our customers / partners not only in Turkey but also
in all major markets. To sum up, what makes ROKETSAN com-
petitive is that we are flexible for different customer require-
ments. We bring solutions that are adaptive, i.e., more flexible
for our customer needs.

SOM on F-16

ASW rocket

T-300 fires 300 mm rocket AH-1 helicopter fires CIRIT
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According to information from the Supervisory Board’s
Report, the SSI has more than 200 members as of De-
cember 12th, 2013, and the total value of exports per-

formed through the Association is approximately 1.05 billion
dollars. The difference between the total export figure of 1.569
billion dollars reported by the Defence and Aerospace Industry
Manufacturers’ Association (SASAD) and the export figure re-
ported by the SSI is associated with the fact that a portion of
the defence and aerospace exports in Turkey are performed
through exporters' associations other than the SSI.
During the General Meeting, the Chairman of the Board of Di-
rectors and the members of the Administrative and Supervi-
sory Boards were elected. Following the elections, the
members of the new Administrative Board are as follows:
n Chairman: Sarsılmaz Defence Industry Inc. 
n Full Members: TAI, ASELSAN, ROKETSAN, MKEK, FNSS,

Yurttaş Co.Ltd., Bahtiyar Hunting Equipment Co.Ltd., 
S.S. Huğlu Hunting Firearms Cooperative, 
Yonca-Onuk Shipyard, Yavaşçalar Hunting and Sports 
Industry and Trade Inc.

n Substitute Members: Alp Aviation, Orica-Nitro 
Explosives Manufacturing Inc., Feda Marketing Co.Ltd, 
Meydan Hunting Equipment Industry and Trade Co.Ltd., 
Istanbul Firearms and Defence Industry and Trade Co.Ltd.,
Gate Electronics, Turaç Foreign Trade Co.Ltd., TİSAŞ,
Retay Defence Co.Ltd. and Mustafa Uslu.

The elected members of the new Supervisory Board are as follows:
n Full Members: The Undersecretariat for Defence 

Industries (SSM), Gürel Hunting Cartridges Industry
and Trade Ltd. Co., Nova Firearms Industry and 
Trade Co.Ltd.

n Substitute Members: Balıkesir Rasgele Hunting 
Equipment Industry and Trade Co.Ltd., Veysi İleri, 
Pardus Defence and Hunting Industy and Trade Co.Ltd.

The SSI Has Increased the Pace of its Activities
After the elections were held; the Deputy Minister of National
Defence Hasan Kemal Yardımcı, the Undersecretary of Defence
Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir and many other senior officials
from the SSM have also joined the General Meeting of the SSI.
In the second session of the General Meeting; Latif Aral Aliş,
SSI’s Chairman of the Board of Directors, gave a speech sum-
marizing SSI’s recent activities and plans for the future. Remin-
ding that the First General Meeting of the SSI was held on
December 19th, 2011, Aliş described that the SSI is now Turkey’s

both youngest and fastest growing exporters' asso-
ciation.

Aliş also underlined that
the association has grown

significantly since its founding nearly 2.5
years ago, with its total exports of 600

million USD in 2008 reaching 1.26 billion US in 2012, and
1.4 billion in 2013. Aliş then continued by announcing the

top 10 exporting firms of the association, as listed in the
“Top Exporters of 2013” table. Reminding that the Association

SPECIAL COVERAGE

The SSI Continues Its Activities
With Increasing Confidence

The General Meeting of the Defence and 
Aerospace Industry Exporter’s Association

(SSI) was held on April 29th, 2014, in Ankara.
In the election performed during the General

Meeting, Latif Aral Aliş, the Chairman of 
Sarsılmaz, was once again elected as the 

Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
Speaking at the General Meeting, Aliş 

expressed that the Turkish Defence 
Alliance (TDA) would henceforth assume 

a more active role.
K. Burak CODUR

b.codur@milscint.com

Özgür Deniz KAYA
editor@milscint.com
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has increased its pace in 2014, Aliş underlined that the SSI’s
exports in the first three months of the year were %20 higher
than the previous year, and that, compared to the sectors, the
SSI's sector was the one which has the highest increase in ex-
ports. For the end of 2014, Aliş described a target of nearly 40%
increase in annual exports, which corresponds to a total export
figure of 2 billion dollars for 2014.

Our Main Goal is to Hit “Bull’s-Eye”
Expressing that their main goal is to hit bull’s-eye and achieve
their goals, Aliş emphasized that, as SSI members, they must
not only participate in fairs/expositions, but also be active and
present in every possible area of communication, striving
constantly to be in sight of customers by reaching them thro-
ugh meetings, electronic correspondence and documents. In
this respect, Aliş described that preparations for a Commu-
nication and Marketing Strategy were currently underway,
and that a comprehensive promotion campaign for Turkey
would be initiated as soon as possible. By referring to 
the TDA, Aliş also mentioned that a comprehensive
www.tda.gov.tr internet site would soon enter into use. Aliş
also noted that nowadays, marketing activities are as impor-
tant as the product themselves, or perhaps even more im-
portant. In this context, Aliş described that the SSI is currently
conducting activities that seek to increase their number of
marketing experts, and to render marketing activities more
systematic and effective. To this end, the SSI is organizing va-
rious training activities, and conducting various activities that
would ensure greater coordination between institutions and
organizations within the sector.
Aliş continued by stating that they aim to become the highest
exporting sector by 2023, and thus to have “our sector’s name
written down in golden letters.” Aliş emphasized that this ob-
jective is fully achievable, and reiterated his belief in SSI’s vi-
sion of turning Turkey into an important country in defence and
safety technologies.  

Full Support of the Ministry and SSM
Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, the Undersecretary for the Defence In-
dustries, also gave a brief speech during the General Meeting.
Prof. Dr. Demir emphasized the importance of exports and fo-
reign trade, describing that they consider export as a determi-
ning performance criterion for industries and companies.
Expressing his belief that even higher export figures will be ac-
hieved by the sector, Prof. Dr. Demir also noted that it is im-
portant to ensure that the platforms, systems and components
which contribute to these export figures are as domestically-
supplied as possible.
The final speech of the General Meeting was given by Hasan
Kemal Yardımcı, the Deputy Ministry of National Defence.
Yardımcı expressed that the 2023 objectives will be achie-
ved through diligent and dedicated efforts, and by increa-
sing the scope and extent of the sector’s activities every
year. Stating that the Turkish Defence Industry has already
proven itself in the domestic market, Yardımcı described
that they will also be successful in foreign markets, and that
the expositions he participated in reinforce his belief on this
subject. Yardımcı then ended his speech by saying that the
sector has full support of the Ministry, and that Prof. Dr. İs-
mail Demir will also contribute significantly to the activities
of the sector.

Top Exporters of 2013
General

Rank Company
1 TAI
2 TEI
3 ASELSAN
4 FNSS
5 ROKETSAN
6 Alp Aviation
7 MKEK
8 Bahtiyar Hunting Equipment
9 Istanbul Firearms and Defence
10 Sarsılmaz

Exports to USA
1 TEI
2 TAI
3 ALP Aviation
4 ROKETSAN

Exports to Spain
1 TAI
2 TEI
3 Ateşçi Medical and Hunting
4 Bahtiyar Hunting Equipment

Exports to Pakistan
1 ASELSAN
2 Sarsılmaz
3 Bahtiyar Hunting Equipment
4 GİR-SAN

Exports to Italy
1 TAI
2 ASELSAN
3 Sarsılmaz
4 Gençpolat

Deputy Minister of National 
Defence Hasan Kemal Yardımcı

and Latif Aral Aliş, SSI’s 
Chairman of the Board of Directors

The Undersecretary of Defence 
Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir

and Latif Aral Aliş, SSI’s 
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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COBRA II is the next generation vehicle developed over
existing Otokar Cobra vehicle, widely known worldwide
by its performance and successful past track record.

The knowledge and experience gained from Cobra is put into
practice on the design of COBRA II. Briefly, Otokar has applied
the lessons learnt from Cobra and refined its design over time
and make it even better. COBRA II is the product and design of
such an experience and approach. COBRA II is designed as a
modular platform with superior technical and tactical charac-
teristics to fulfil current and future mission requirements of
modern armies and security forces.
COBRA II can be adapted to different challenging user requi-
rements. COBRA II is a versatile and adaptable modular ar-
moured platform and can be configured for various mission
profiles. Therefore, all user requirements are fulfilled with a
single platform reducing the life cycle cost of vehicles. Thus it
is possible to conceive, design and produce entirely new vehicle
types within the family as needed, in a short time, rather than
years, adding the flexibility to the military response to the ever-
changing mission needs.
Engine of COBRA II produces high power, which provides a high
power-to-weight ratio in the same class of vehicles, hence the
vehicle produces satisfactory power in all conditions and the it
provides an outmatched performance in a wide range of chal-
lenging terrains and climatic conditions. Another advantage of
the engine is high torque combined with two speed transfer

case producing huge amount of traction from tires to the road.
With 6-speed automatic transmission and two transfer-case
ranges, COBRA II offers the widest span of gear ratios. So
whether crawling down a steep hill or cruising on the highway,
there's an optimum gear for the situation.
COBRA II can handle a gradient of 60%, side slope of 30% and
fording depth up to 1 m. The vehicle has extended-range fuel

ADVERTORIAL

Otokar COBRA II 4x4 
Armoured Tactical Vehicle
Otokar, land system house of Turkey, expands its range of tactical wheeled 
armored vehicles with new products. The company is preparing to build on the
success of COBRA, which is currently operated in 15 countries around the world,
with its new tactical armoured wheeled vehicle COBRA II. COBRA II is introduced
to the European market for the first time at Eurosatory.

Crew : Up to 10, including driver and commander
Hull Length : 5.615 m
Overall Width : 2.460 m
Height to the Roof : 2.250 m
Overall Ground Clearance : 0.4 m
Vehicle Track : 2.075 m
Wheelbase : 3.570 m
Combat Weight : 12,000 kg
Running Gear : Wheeled 4x4
Max. Speed : 110 km/h
Range : 700 km (434.96 miles)
Fuel Capacity : 200 litres (52.8344 US gallons)
Angle of Approach : 48°
Angle of Departure : 60°
Gradient : 60%
Side Slope : 30%
Vertical Obstacle : 0.400 m
Turning radius : 8 m
Engine : Turbo charged with Intercooler, 6.7 liters, 

6 cylinder, diesel, water cooled 281 HP @2500 rpm, 
970 Nm  @ 1700 rpm. Compatible with F54 and F34 fuels.

Alternative Engine : Turbo charged with Intercooler, 6.7 liters, 6 cylinder, 
diesel, water cooled 360 HP @ 2500 rpm, 
1100 Nm @ 400 rpm. Compatible with F54 and F34 fuels

Gearbox : Automatic, 6 forward, 1 reverse gear.
Transfer box : Two speed with differential lock
Steering : Hydraulic assisted power steering with adjustable 

steering wheel.
Brakes : Air-over hydraulic service brakes with discs on 

each wheel, dual circuit with ABS
Parking Brake : Spring activated, air-over hydraulic release 

parking brake
Axle (Front and Rear) : Differentials with lock and geared wheel hubs
Tyres : 395/85 R20 size radial tyres with run flat device
Suspension : Fully independent suspension with spring & shock 

absorber
Electrical System : 24 V electrical system installation
Alternator : 400 A

SpecificationsOtokar Cobra II Wheeled Armoured
Vehicle fitted with roof-mounted 
remote-controlled machine gun
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tanks giving an operational range of 700 km without resupply.
It is capable of driving over 400 mm vertical obstacle and pro-
vides wide approach and departure angles.
COBRA II is also designed to provide amphibious capability op-
tionally. Amphibious COBRA II can swim in the water at a speed
of 8 km/h by two propellers mounted one either side under the
rear hull.
COBRA II is capable of carrying carry up to 10 troops including
driver, commander and gunner. The vehicle provides opera-
tional security for all troops.
COBRA II is able to provide not only the protection require-
ments of today, but also the future requirements of changing
threats, if additional armour is needed in future. COBRA II has
sufficient payload to accommodate that additional weight and
large interior space to accommodate future technologies wit-
hout major change in the vehicle.
COBRA II has a low silhouette and shorter wheelbase. The ve-
hicle is compact in dimensions, but large in interior space. The
large interior space of COBRA II enables the installation of va-
rious mission equipment. The large interior space is vital to
user’s future development and growth. Therefore, COBRA II
can be easily adopted for a wide range of roles and missions
such as Personnel Carrier, Weapon Carrier, Command Control
Vehicle, CBRN Reconnaissance Vehicle, Recovery Vehicle, In-

ternal Security Vehicle, Air Defence Vehicle, Maintenance Ve-
hicle and Ambulance Vehicle. COBRA II complies with widely
used international transportation means and standards.
COBRA II provides many mission critical features such as Ther-
mal Front Camera, Air Conditioning System, Central Tire In-
flation System (CTIS), Run-Flat Tires, Anti-Locking Brake
System (ABS), Blackout Lighting System,  Intervehicle Start
Socket, Central Main Switch, Multipoint Seat Belts, Radio Pro-
visions, etc. in the standard configuration.
Various mission equipment such as Self-Recovery Winch, NBC
Filtration Kit, Automatic Fire Suppression Systems, Radio, In-
tercom System, Navigation System, etc. are provided optionally
according to specific user requirements. 
COBRA II can be fitted with variety of weapon stations such as
One Man Turret, Open Cupola and Remote Controlled Weapon
Station suitable for 7.62mm, 12.7mm heavy machine gun or 40
mm automatic grenade launcher (AGL), Air Defence System,
Medium Calibre Remote Controlled Turret and Anti-Tank Mis-
sile System.

Otokar Cobra II fitted with Pedestal Mounted Air Defense System (PMADS)

Otokar Cobra II fitted with 
roof-mounted Antitank Weapon
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Participation to DIMDEX from Turkey was coordinated by
the Undersecretariat for Defence Industries (SSM), and
included the following companies and organizations:

ADIK, ARES Shipyard, ASELSAN, Baykar Makina, BİTES, 
Dearsan, ETC-IS, Gate Elektronik, HAVELSAN, HTR, Karel,

EXHIBITION 
SPECIAL COVERAGE

The Turkish Defence Industry
Assumes Center Stage in the
DIMDEX and DSA 

The Turkish Defence Industry assumed 
a centre stage in two leading expositions
of the Middle East and Far East regions,
namely the DIMDEX exposition held 
between March 25th and 27th in Qatar,
and the DSA exposition held in Malaysia
between April 14th and17th. As the 
foreign country participant with the 
largest number of attendants in both 
expositions, Turkey was able to further
reinforce its presence in the Middle East
and Far East markets, which are 
considered as leading targets for the
Turkish Defence Industry. 
Şebnem ASİL / s.asil@milscint.com
Ümit BAYRAKTAR / ubayraktar@milscint.com
Savaş BİÇER / s.bicer@milscint.com
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MAKEL, Meteksan Defence, MilSOFT, ODTU Teknokent, RMK,
ROKETSAN, Savronik, STM, Timsan, Transvaro, TÜBİTAK BİLGEM,
Yakupoğlu, YALTES and Yonca-Onuk Shipyard. During the ex-
position, the total value of the contracts signed with the Qatar
Armed Forces neared 23 billion USD. Turkey also had its share
in these contracts, through the contract of ARES Shipyard.
Over the past 3 years, the total value of the defence and aero-
space contracts signed between Turkey and Qatar has ex-
ceeded 120 million dollars, and it is expected that contracts
for even larger projects will be signed in the near future. In
addition to ARES Shipyard's contract for coast guard boats
signed during DIMDEX, the Yonca-Onuk Shipyard is also ex-
pected to receive various orders from Qatar. Regarding the
corvette tender of Qatar, to which Turkey participated with a de-
sign derived from MİLGEM, it is anticipated that some additional
time might be necessary before the tender is finalized and
Qatar's decision is announced. As Qatar currently does not have
ships of this tonnage in its inventory, it is not expected for Qatar
to finalize its decision in the short-term. The marketing of 
MİLGEM in foreign markets has currently been transferred to
STM, which is the company that provided designs and supplied
construction materials for ships of MİLGEM project built in mili-

tary shipyards. Participation to DSA from Turkey was also co-
ordinated by the SSM, and included the following companies
and organizations: Ada Cam, ADİK, AYESAŞ, C2Tech, DEARSAN,
FNSS, Gate Elektronik, Girsan, HAVELSAN, MilSOFT, MKEK,
OSSA, Otokar, Öztiryakiler, REPKON, ROKETSAN, Savronik, TAI,
TEI, Timsan, TÜBİTAK, BİLGEM and Vestel Defence. During the
DSA, HAVELSAN and OSSA have signed important cooperation
agreements. 
We conducted an interview with Sedat Güldoğan, the Deputy
Undersecretary of the SSM responsible for Industrial Serv-
ices, at the DSA. He said that participation from Turkey was
strong not only at a corporate and organizational level, but
also at an official level, with important officials such as Hasan
Kemal Yardımcı, the Deputy Minister of National Defence, and
Mehmet Kılıçlar, the General Director of Security, also at-
tended the exposition. Throughout the exposition, Güldoğan
and the SSM team have engaged in numerous meetings.
These meetings were performed not only with Malaysian of-
ficials, but also with officials from neighbouring countries.
Güldoğan also told that Malaysian officials were very pleased
with the activities of FNSS, Yonca-Onuk Shipyard and Gate
Elektronik.
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T he most important devel-
opment during the DIMDEX

exposition was, without a
doubt, the contract signed be-
tween ARES Shipyard and the
Qatar Coastal Guard Com-
mand regarding the construc-
tion of 17 composite-hulled
boats. Kerim Kalafatoğlu, the
Chairman of the Board of
ARES Shipyard, informed us
of this development, describ-
ing that the tender processes
first began with 18 firms and
spanned over a total period of
5 years, and that they suc-
ceeded in becoming one of the
two short-listed firms re-
maining in the tender. Kalafa-
toğlu explained that they
competed with the Damen
Shipyard from Netherlands in the final stage of the tender, and
that they won the tender after their offer was considered better
with respect to its technical aspects, delivery time and price.
Of the boats ordered by Qatar, 5 of them will be 23 meters long
ARES 75 HERCULES model boats; 10 of them will be 33 meters
long ARES 110 HERCULES model boats; and 2 will be are 46
meters long ARES 150 HERCULES model boats. Among these
different models, the ARES 150 HERCULES is also capable of
navigating in open seas. The contract signed by ARES Shipyard
does not include weapon systems; meetings with the contract-
ing authority about such systems have begun. Kalafatoğlu told
that they are currently working on procuring weapon systems
from ASELSAN. According to the contract, deliveries will begin
in the 20th month, and all deliveries will be completed by the
56th month. The boats will have carbon-reinforced, epoxy-
sandwiched hulls made from advanced composite materials;
all of these boats will be constructed by ARES Shipyard in the
Antalya Free Zone. As was previously the case with boats con-
structed by ARES for Bahrain, the boats for Qatar will also be
classified by a Turkish Lloyd.
Kalafatoğlu noted that the current contract
is, both in terms of the number of boats

and total budget, the largest contract to have been signed
across the world regarding composite-hulled patrol boats. The
contract also includes certain aspects relating to post-delivery
logistic support. Kalafatoğlu also added that further orders

EXHIBITION 
SPECIAL COVERAGE

The Winner of
DIMDEX: ARES

ARES 75 HERCULES ARES 110 HERCULES ARES 150 HERCULES
Length (m) 23 33 46
Width (m) 5.5 7.5 8.7
Draft (m) 1.13 1.42 1.84
Displacement (tons) 58 117 245
Max. Speed (knots) 52 47 40

Table. Technical Specifications of the boats that ARES Shipyard will deliver to Qatar
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ARES 110 HERCULES

ARES 150 HERCULES
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could be issued following this project, and that, although they
currently do not have plans for joint production, ARES might
favourably approach such an arrangement in the later stages
of the project. He noted that they have still many active boats
in the Gulf region.
Referring to other projects being followed by ARES Shipyard,
Kalafatoğlu described that they are currently competing in a
number of tenders in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Oman; that they
have several new initiatives in Bahrain; and that they have
placed bids for two new tenders in Turkey.

ARES 58 FPBs are being used by Bahrain’s Coast Guard. 2 boats are in service and 
rest will be delivered until August.

ARES 75 HERCULES
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Baykar Makina has pre-
viously delivered Kale-

Baykar Mini Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) sys-
tems to Qatar in accordance
with a contract signed in
2012. Baykar Makina dis-
played its mini UAV system
and a 1/3-sized model of
Bayraktar Tactical UAV.
During the exposition, we
had the opportunity to
speak with Mr. Haluk
Bayraktar, the General
Manager of Baykar Makina,
who informed us about the
company’s activities relat-
ing to Mini UAVs and other
areas. Baykar Makina has
completed its Mini UAV de-
liveries in June 2012, and
provided training to a team
of 20 servicemen from the
Qatari Special Forces and
infantry forces. Bayraktar
described that Qatar is cur-
rently interested in un-
manned aerial vehicles of
larger size that can also
carry weapons, which is
why they do not expect new
orders for their Mini UAVs.
However, Bayraktar noted
that Qatar might soon need

to update the systems in its
inventory, and that they for-
warded Qatar an offer for
dual axis cameras.

In addition to the model it
placed on display during the
exposition, Baykar Makina
also displayed a large

cross-sectional drawing of
its Bayraktar Tactical UAV.
This drawing served to il-
lustrate that the company
had designed even the crit-
ical sub-components of the
vehicle. Bayraktar de-
scribed that all critical sys-
tems of their UAVs, such as
the flight control system,
the inertial navigation sys-
tem, the power system, the
on-board computer and the
pitot tube have all been de-
signed and developed by
Baykar Makina.

Baykar Makina Places Emphasis on the Critical Components of UAVs
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Within the scope of the AV8
project conducted in

Malaysia together with the
contractor DEFTECH, FNSS
has successfully performed
Turkey's single largest defence
export. Currently, the FNSS is
effectively and successfully
conducting the vitally impor-
tant responsibilities it has as-
sumed with the context of the
project. During the DSA, we
were able to obtain information
from K. Nail Kurt, the General
Manager of the FNSS, regard-
ing the latest status of the AV8
project. Kurt provided us a brief
summary of the project's his-
tory, and described the
changes the project experi-
enced over time. At the time
the contract was first signed,
all parties had agreed on the
8x8 configuration of FNSS’
PARS vehicle; however, after
the project contract began to
be implemented, the team
from the Malaysian Army and
DEFTECH at the FNSS facilities
requested several changes in
the design of the vehicle. In ad-
dition, within the scope of
FNSS' continuous activities for
developing and improving its
current products, several
changes were also performed
by FNSS itself on the design
and components of the FNSS
PARS, with full knowledge and
approval of the customer.
These changes engendered the

necessity to conduct additional
comprehensive studies that
were not planned when the
contract was first signed. While
the original PARS 8x8 was a
24-25 ton vehicle, the AV8 now
weighs about 30 tons, and its
equipment differs considerably
from that of the PARS. Kurt in-
formed that these comprehen-
sive design changes have
largely been completed, and
that the project is now in its
third year, with most project-
related activities now being
conducted at a more routine
and orderly pace. The project
initially envisaged the delivery
of vehicles in 12 different con-
figurations. Among these con-
figurations, two that possess 25
and 30 mm turrets have com-
pleted their qualification tests
at the FNSS facilities. These
vehicles have already been
transferred to Malaysia, and
will be subjected to user tests
after several preliminary
preparations held during the
exposition. The user tests are
expected to be complete to-
wards the end of the year. In
parallel to these processes and
developments, preparations
are also underway for mass
production within the scope of
the project. FNSS has already
begun delivering to DEFTECH
the necessary kits for mass
producing AV8 vehicles. The fa-
cility in which AV8 vehicles will

be assembled is also in the
process of being built by
DEFTECH. The facility is ex-
pected to become operational
towards the middle of this year,
while the first vehicles are ex-
pected to be produced and de-
livered at the beginning of the
following year.
Activities relating to the pro-
duction of the 3rd configuration
have also begun recently. Kurt
also informed that the con-
tracting authority is consider-
ing replacing one of the FNSS
PARS configurations – in which
a relatively low number of ve-
hicles will be provided – with

another commercial vehicle. In
case this happens, the total
number of configurations pro-
vided by FNSS will decrease
from 12 to 11.
During the exposition, the
DEFTECH stand also displayed
a PARS 6x6 vehicle equipped
with a remote-controlled 12.7
mm SARP turret made by
ASELSAN. Kurt expressed that
the PARS 6x6 was brought to
the exposition upon Malaysia's
request, and that, after the ex-
position, the vehicle will be
subject to tests for a one-
month period. Malaysia is also
in need of 6x6 vehicles, al-
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though in slightly lesser num-
bers than 8x8 vehicles.
According to Kurt, the mass
production of the AV8 vehicles
will be completed by 2018.
Malaysia is also considering
the purchase of 2 additional
batches of vehicles after 2018,
and is currently making budget
plans in relation to this poten-
tial order. Malaysia is also in
need of several mobile floating
assault bridges. 
While DEFTECH stand dis-
played the AV8 and the PARS
6x6 vehicles, the FNSS stand
displayed a SPM120 self-pro-
pelled mortar vehicle built on
ACV19 chassis, and equipped
with a 120 mm mortar. Kurt

said that they had brought the
vehicle to the fair for another
country interested in the
SPM120. A tracked logistic car-
rier vehicle, also built on the
ACV19 chassis, was placed on
display in another area of the
exposition. This vehicle was
also brought upon Malaysia's
request
We also asked Kurt about
FNSS' other activities and proj-
ects in the region. He informed
that FNSS is currently con-
ducting a development project
for a new vehicle in Indonesia,
and that considerable progress
has already been made in this
project. Kurt also explained
that several aspects of the

project depended on the
strength of interstate relation-
ships, and that they expected
Turkey to take certain steps re-
lating to this project. Kurt also
mentioned that a M113 mod-
ernization project is currently
being considered by Vietnam
and BAE Systems is also inter-
ested in this project. FNSS is
conducting meetings to deter-
mine the course they will follow
for this potential project. FNSS
is also closely following a
tracked-vehicle tender organ-
ized by the Sultanate of Brunei.
In addition, the company is en-
gaged in various activities
across the Middle East region.
Due to successive expositions

taking place at very close dates
in countries with which they
will potentially sign contracts,
FNSS will not participate to the
Eurosatory exposition this year.
Kurt expressed that, since Eu-
rosatory is one the world's
leading and most important
fairs, participation would re-
quire a stand displaying a
broad range of their products
and vehicles; however, as most
of their display vehicles will be
at other expositions this year,
they have preferred not to par-
ticipate to the Eurosatory 2014.
On the other hand, FNSS will
still visit Eurosatory with a
team of 45-50 people, consist-
ing mostly of engineers.
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Two versions of AV8, one with 30mm turret (left) 
and one with 25mm turret (right) were displayed 

at DEFTECH’s stand.
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Asignificant achievement
for HAVELSAN at the DSA

was the Memorandum of Un-
derstanding (MoU) it signed
with the Malaysian firm Im-
pressive Communications.
The MoU was signed on April
15th, the second day of the ex-
position, by the General Man-
ager of HAVELSAN Sadık
Yamaç and the General Man-
ager of Impressive Communi-
cations Tan Sri Dato' Wira Abd
Halim Karim, in a ceremony
attended by Brigadier General
Tunku Datuk Sri di-Raja Putri
Intan Safinaz binti Sultan
Alhaj ‘Abdu’l Halim, the
daughter of the King of
Malaysia, and Hasan Kemal
Yardımcı, the Turkish Deputy
Minister of National Defence.
The cooperation between
these two firms involves the
adaptation, development and
utilization of HAVELSAN's ex-
perience and skills regarding
electronic warfare database
and information systems ac-
cording to Malaysia's specific
needs and requirements. In
this context, Impressive Com-
munications will conduct is
activities as HAVELSAN's local partner in Malaysia. The MoU
also covers the training of students from the Electrical and
Electronic Engineering Department of Malaysia's National De-
fence University on areas related to electronic warfare. The
MoU thus aims to create a source of human resources that
would contribute to the development of the Malaysian Armed
Forces' electronic warfare capabilities.
In his speech during the signature ceremony, Sadık Yamaç pro-
vided a summary of HAVELSAN's abilities and achievements,
and emphasized that their main approach is the sharing of
technology. Yamaç noted that cyber warfare is playing an in-
creasingly more prominent role in present-day warfare, and
that the vulnerability of software-based systems in the future
would represent a significant disadvantage. He expressed that
Turkey's aim in this context was to assist Malaysia in develop-
ing a reliable electronic warfare infrastructure.
We had the opportunity to converse with Alparslan Kuloğlu,
the Marketing and Business Development Director of HAVELSAN,
regarding the abovementioned memorandum. Kuloğlu in-
formed us that they have been conducting studies in Malaysia
on establishing a training and testing range for electronic
warfare over the past 2 years, and that they previously signed
a MoU with a research university. However, Kuloğlu also
mentioned that the said collaboration has not permitted them

to make as much progress 
as they would have liked to.
Noting that Impressive Com-
munications is a company
well-versed in communica-
tion technologies and soft-
ware design, Kuloğlu
described that he envisages a
model in which development-
oriented activities will be per-
formed collaboratively by the
two companies. According to
Kuloğlu, Malaysia needs not
only a training and testing
range for electronic warfare,
but also direct training on
electronic warfare and a sys-
tem for analyzing collected
data. In the context of the cur-

rent memorandum, HAVELSAN will establish an electronic
warfare information system at the Malaysian National Defence
University. High level officers from the Royal Malaysian Air
Force will have the opportunity to directly observe a demon-
stration of these systems when attending the Anatolian Eagle
Exercises of the Turkish Air Force.
HAVELSAN has a currently ongoing project in Malaysia: 
Last year, HAVELSAN signed a contract regarding the con-
struction of a training centre for the DEFTECH AV8 8x8 vehi-
cles that the Malaysian Armed Forces will be adding to its
inventory. The construction of this centre is expected to be
completed by the end of next year. Kuloğlu described that
Malaysia is interested in command control systems, and that
the DOOB command control information system first intro-
duced during the IDEF'13 exposition can meet Malaysia's
needs and demands with respect to such systems. The
demonstration version of the DOOB is currently being used
by the Pakistani Air Force.
Another type of system that the Malaysian Armed Forces need
is simulators. Kuloğlu described that the development of a
simulator is being considered within the scope of the MUHASİM
Project, and that they also have proposed for the development
of such a simulator to be performed jointly by Turkey and
Malaysia in order to reduce the project-related costs.
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HAVELSAN Radar Technologies (HTR) has participated to
DIMDEX in order strengthen its current commercial and

technological cooperation and business relationships, and
also to explore new markets. During DIMDEX, HTR has met
with various delegations from Pakistan, Kuwait and Qatar. In
Qatar, Enis Erol, the General Manager of HTR, informed us
about activities of HTR with in detail. Erol described that, in
line with HTR's objective in participating to DIMDEX, they were
able to meet with many delegations and companies during the
exposition. Erol also mentioned that HTR's capabilities drew
considerable attention and praise from the participants of the
exposition. The types of activities presented by HTR during the
exposition can be grouped under 3 categories:

n Depot level maintenance and repair of radar systems, 
radar integration, and the production of radar sub-units, 

n The design, integration and installation of network-enabled
security systems,

n Harness design and production.
Erol described that there is a great need and demand for network-
enabled security systems in the region, and that radar mainte-
nance and logistic support were HTR's services that attracted the
most attention during the exposition. Erol also explained that,
during the exposition, HTR conducted various meetings regarding
the provision of services, as well as the conduct of Research and
development projects, that would satisfy the region's demand for
security systems. According to Erol, the outcome of these meet-
ings was favourable, and they will build upon the talks initiated
during the exposition. Erol also added that HTR’s long-term goal
is to carry out many successful projects in the region. 

HTR Takes Initiative both 
in Turkey and Abroad

The OSTİM Defence and
Aerospace Cluster (OSSA)

participated to the DSA with
8 companies that receive
support from the Turkish
Ministry of Economy within
the scope of the URGE proj-
ect. OSSA’s experiences dur-
ing the exposition were both
positive and lively. The mem-
ber companies of OSSA have
met with numerous compa-
nies during the DSA, and es-
pecially with Malaysian
companies. During the expo-
sition, the Cluster has signed
a protocol with the Malaysian
Turkish Business Association
(MTBA) that aims to grant it a
more effective role and pres-
ence in the regional market.

The protocol envisages the
development of communica-
tion channels between the

relevant parties in both coun-
tries, and the promotion and
organization of activities such

as seminars, conferences,
meetings, workshops and
councils. 

OSSA Plans to Enter the Asian Market through Malaysia 



Concerning Otokar's par-
ticipation to the exposi-

tion and its currently ongoing
activities, we had the oppor-
tunity to meet in Malaysia
with Serdar Görgüç, the Gen-
eral Manager of Otokar.
Görgüç described that Otokar
possesses a broad variety of
4x4 vehicles; that they can
provide solutions both for
armed forces and security
forces; and that the DSA pro-
vided them an opportunity to
better present and demon-
strate their solutions. 
Otokar’s stand showed the

ARMA 6x6 vehicle, along with
an air defence configuration
of the COBRA II vehicle.
Otokar’s turret solutions, on
the other hand, could not be
displayed at the DSA along
with its other products and
vehicles due to their intense
testing and exposition sched-
ules. One of Otokar’s turrets
was being used in tests per-
formed outside of Turkey on
the ARMA 8x8 vehicle. The
other Otokar turret was being
prepared for Eurosatory. We

also asked Görgüç for his
opinion regarding the use of
ROKETSAN missile solutions
on Otokar turrets. Görgüç re-
sponded that the concept of
using 8x8 vehicles in an anti-
tank role is becoming in-
creasingly widespread across
the world, and that they en-

countered such a demand in
various tenders. Görgüç ex-
plained that, in order to be able
to provide a national solution
for this demand, their course
of action was to start a coop-
eration with ROKETSAN.
Görgüç explained that once
their studies on the MIZRAK-U
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missile system will be com-
pleted, they will commence
their studies on MIZRAK-O
missile system. Görgüç also
provided information on the
latest situation regarding
their turret studies, saying
that they have completed the
qualification tests with the
MIZRAK and BOZOK turrets
on ARMA 8x8 vehicles, and
that they will soon begin the
mass production of MIZRAK
turrets. Görgüç also in-
formed that they are cur-
rently working on other
missiles with ROKETSAN,
and also on 25 and 30 mm
canons with other compa-
nies, in order to develop de-
signs that would satisfy
future needs and demands.
We also asked Görgüç about
the latest developments con-
cerning Otokar’s initiatives in
Kazakhstan. Görgüç de-
scribed that they have
reached an agreement with
the Kazakhstan Ministry of
Defence regarding the pur-
chase of the ARMA and
COBRA vehicles, and their
eventual production in Kaza-
khstan. According to Görgüç,
Otokar is in the process of or-
ganizing the implementation
of this agreement; in this
context, a feasibility study re-
port was recently forwarded
by Otokar to the Kazakhstan
Ministry of Defence. The initial
review of this report has al-
ready been completed, with
the Ministry’s evaluation
process regarding feasibility
currently being underway.
Görgüç told that the Ministry
asked for additional informa-
tion from Otokar last Novem-
ber. Görgüç also mentioned
that the Kazakhstan Armed
Forces were very satisfied
with their previously delivered
vehicles, and that they were
willing to engage in an addi-
tional purchase within this
year. Görgüç added that
Otokar will be planning its pro-
duction activities in Kaza-
khstan based on the possibility
of such additional purchases.

A s a company that is active in the export market, Öztiryakiler has participated to the DSA
exposition in Malaysia in order to pursue new orders, and to revitalize its current busi-

ness deals and contacts. Kerem Turan, the Regional Export Manager of Öztiryakiler, ex-
plained that Malaysia – to which Öztiryakiler has already delivered products in the past – is
a closely followed market by other countries in the region. However, he also noted that par-
ticipation from neighbouring countries to the exposition in Malaysia was lower in compari-
son to previous years, and that they, as Öztiryakiler, were able to able to make progress in
marketing as they started preparations prior to the exposition.
According to Turan, Öztirakiyler is expecting new orders in the coming period, and perhaps
even within this year. Turan also said that their products are not limited to military use, and
that they are also intended for institutions and organizations that conduct disaster relief
activities. Turan expressed his view that Öztiryakiler can provide solutions and products for
the disaster relief-related needs of Malaysia, which experiences floods on an almost annual
basis. Turan also noted that Öztiryakiler’s products are designed by taking regional char-
acteristics into consideration, and that these products effectively appeal to the local cuisine. 
Öztiryakiler has relentlessly pursued its activities across the world, signing a very important
new contract in 2013. Within the context of this contract, Öztiryakiler will produce and deliver
125 container kitchens for a country in the Middle East, with the last deliveries being planned
for the month of September. These container kitchens, which are designed to be self-suf-
ficient, can prepare food for nearly 1000 individuals within 2 hours. A tender won by Öztiryak-
iler in Italy was previously delayed for a period of 1.5 years due to Öztiryakiler’s competitors
filing a law suit regarding the final tender decision; however, since the court case has re-
cently been resolved in favour of Öztiryakiler, the implementation of the tender will soon
begin. Öztirayikler is currently waiting for the project’s initial advance payment to be per-
formed, after which it will deliver 80 field kitchens to Italy within the scope of the project.
Another important recent activity by Öztiryakiler is the cooperation it initiated with a shelter
manufacturer that is also a main supplier of NATO countries. Turan avoided mentioning the
name of this company at this stage. Within the scope of this cooperation, the company’s
shelter products will be produced in Turkey by Öztiryakiler. Öztiryakiler is designing a range
of products such as mobile kitchens, living quarters and laundry rooms that are marketed
not only in Turkey, but also in Middle Eastern and Central Asian countries that are within
Turkey’s sphere of interest. Turan also described that they are considering carrying out
projects such as the installation of mobile living quarters within camps, and that will they
make a presentation this year to Turkish authorities regarding the implementation of such
projects.

Öztiryakiler is Continuously Strengthening its 
Position in the Export Market

Öztiryakiler displayed a
version of the container
kitchen at IDEF’13.
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ROKETSAN, which displayed
a large assortment of orig-

inal products on its stand, was
very satisfied with the develop-
ments and outcomes of the DSA
exposition. We were able to
obtain up-to-date information
regarding the company’s ac-
tivities from Dr. Eyüp Kaptan,
ROKETSAN’s Chairman of the
Board of Directors, who de-
scribed that they currently have
contracts for a total business
volume of 3.5 billion dollars, and
that their prospects for future
look very positive. Dr. Kaptan
expressed his view that “We
(ROKETSAN) will fall behind not
if we fail to produce, but if we fail
to sell.” He continued that,
based on this awareness,
ROKETSAN endeavours to par-
ticipate to every exposition of in-
terest across the world, and
conducts meetings in countries
where such expositions are held
through embassies and military
attachés. As an example, Dr.
Kaptan mentioned that following
their participation to an exposi-
tion in Australia last year, an
Australian delegation led by a
major general arrived in Ankara,
and discussed with ROKETSAN
the integration of SOMs with the
F-35 fighter planes.
The advantages that SOM mis-
siles present, especially with
regards to range, is increas-

ingly drawing the attention of
many countries. Having a range
below the value described in the
Missile Technology Control
Regime, the SOM can, unlike
missiles with ranges above this
value, be exported without fac-
ing any restriction or limitations.
Dr. Kaptan described that the
missile presents significant ad-
vantages for them, since it is an
original design of ROKETSAN,
and since the missile’s sub-
systems are not subject to any
export limitations. ROKETSAN
has been assigned by the SSM
for the integration of this mis-
sile with the F-35; to this end,
ROKETSAN is conducting joint
studies with the F-35’s pro-
ducer, Lockheed Martin. In this
context, ROKETSAN will per-
form certain design changes on
the missile to ensure that the
SOM can fit into the internal
missile bays of the F-35. Dr.
Kaptan described that their
studies currently focuses on
minimizing, or eliminating alto-
gether, the effect of design
changes on the missile’s range.
This version designated as
SOM-J will be used as an anti-
ship weapon. To be effective
against ships, it is important for
the missile not only to have an
appropriate range, but also to

be able to approach the tar-
geted vessel at very high
speeds and from very low alti-
tudes. Furthermore, due to the
nature of anti-ship missiles, it
will be technically sufficient for
the SOM-J to be effective
enough only to disable the tar-
geted ship. Owing to this “flexi-
ble” requirement, ROKETSAN
can modify the missile's design
by reducing the size of the war-
head, thereby preventing any
reduction in the range of the
SOM-J. ROKETSAN will also
design the SOM-J missile with
folding wings 
Dr. Kaptan explained that the F-
35 new generation jet fighter,
which will be used by the USA
and its allies, possesses internal
weapon bays as a result of its
overall design based on radar
evasion. He continued by noting
that there are currently no mis-
siles similar to the SOM that can
fit into these internal weapon
bays; consequently, SOM-J’s in-
tegration with the F-35 design
and system would represent 
an important leap forward for
ROKETSAN and also for
Turkey.Dr. Kaptan described
that similar studies are being
performed on the Norwegian
JSM missile as well; however, he
also mentioned that the SOM-J

was designed from the onset 
as an air-launched missile,
whereas the JSM was initially
designed as a surface-launched
missile. According to Dr. Kaptan,
this difference represents a sig-
nificant advantage for the SOM-
J and ROKETSAN in terms of the
necessary workload and pro-
gression rate for the F-35 inte-
gration.
Dr. Kaptan informed that coun-
tries interested in the SOM-J
missiles include Australia,
South Korea and Singapore.
ROKETSAN is also conducting
meeting with Boeing and Airbus
Defence and Security regarding
other platforms. ROKETSAN is
currently in the process of sign-
ing a memorandum of under-
standing with Airbus Defence
and Security regarding the inte-
gration of the SOM with the Eu-
rofighter Typhoon jet fighter. In
Turkey, it is expected that first
delivery of SOM missiles to the
Turkish Air Force will be per-
formed within a few months. Al-
though ROKETSAN was initially
given time until the end of this
year to complete this project in-
volving the SOM deliveries, it
later decided to accelerate its ac-
tivities and to perform its deliver-
ies earlier following the demand
from the Turkish Air Force.
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The MIZRAK Family is
expanding
Another family of products
which ROKETSAN will soon
begin to deliver is the MIZRAK
anti-tank missiles. Based on
the experiences it acquired be-
fore with its CİRİT missiles,
ROKETSAN rapidly conducted
and completed its studies for
the development of the long-
ranged MIZRAK-U missile of the
MIZRAK family, which is fired
from helicopters. ROKETSAN is
currently performing guided
fire tests with these missiles. It
is expected that the qualifica-
tion period of the MIZRAK-U
will begin towards the end of
this year, and that the missile
will enter into inventories in the
first half of the next year. The
mid-range MIZRAK-O missile,
on the other hand, has been de-
signed to be launched from the
surface, and also from en-
closed areas if necessary. Con-
sequently, MIZRAK-O has
folding wings, and a different
type of missile engine; however,
its guiding head and warhead
are the same as those of the
MIZRAK-U. The development
studies of MIZRAK-O are ex-
pected to be completed next
year. ROKETSAN is also work-
ing on a version of the MIZRAK
that would have a range of 
1 km. The official contract for
this type of missile is in the
process of being signed; with
the completion of this last type
of missile, the MIZRAK missiles
will form a product family con-
sisting of long-, medium- and
short-range missile options.
Concerning the CİRİT missiles,
ROKETSAN is continuing its

shipments to the Turkish
Armed Forces and the United
Arab Emirates (UAE). The UAE
has previously requested a ver-
sion of this missile that can be
fired from bases and from close
air support planes. ROKETSAN
completed the necessary stud-
ies for developing such missiles,
and later provided these ver-
sions to the UAE. During tests,
CİRİT was successfully able to
score 8 hits out of 8; moreover,
shooting CİRİT from high speed
platforms such as airplanes has
the effect of increasing CİRİT’s
range up to 10 km.
The export activities of the
CİRİT missiles is continuing at
full pace. Both Bahrain and
Thailand are interested in mod-
ifying their AH-1 Cobra helicop-
ters such that they may fire
CİRİT missiles. ROKETSAN’s
cooperation with Airbus Heli-
copters has also gained pace
at the beginning of this year.
This year, firing tests of CİRİT
missiles will be performed
with EC635 helicopters in
South Africa. Furthermore,
during the sale campaigns of
EC635 helicopters, Airbus Hel-
icopters recommends the
CİRİT missile to some of its
customers. South Korea is
currently planning to use CİRİT
missiles in the new generation
light assault helicopters that it
is developing. In this context,
meetings are being performed
regarding the CİRİT missiles
between the South Korea and
ROKETSAN. Due to the growing
demand for CİRİT missiles,
ROKETSAN is planning to in-
crease the production capacity
for these missiles.
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The most important devel-
opment for TAI in relation

with the DSA was the delivery
of T129 ATAK helicopters al-
most immediately after the
exposition. During the expo-
sition, we had the opportunity
to obtain information from
Yalçın Kaya, the Chairman of
the Board of Directors at TAI.
Kaya informed that, within
the region in which the DSA
was held, countries such as Malaysia, Pakistan and the Philip-
pines are currently in need of assault helicopters. According
to Kaya, the T129 has previously proven itself by succeeding
in listed among the first three helicopters in the tender of
South Korea, and by completing the said tender in second po-
sition. Kaya emphasized that the T129’s current concept, as
well as its ability to be modified according to the missions and
objectives of its end users, represent a significant advantage.
He also noted that the T129 was also more advantageous over
it competitors with respect to price and operational costs.
Kaya also described that the T129 ATAK is an assault helicop-
ter that it functions effectively under high altitude and high
temperature conditions. 
Kaya mentioned that the first international exposition experi-
ence of the T129 was the Bahrain Air Show in January. Kaya
also noted that, with a maximum weight of 5 tons, the T129's
design rendered its transportation very easy, such that the

helicopter can be readily carried by a transport plane through
the work of a 5-person team. The lightweight design of the
helicopter thus represents a very significant advantage for the
standpoint of strategic transportation: A 5-person team can
disassemble the helicopter in 1.5 hours, load it onto a plane
in 40 minutes, unload the helicopter from the plane in 30 min-
utes, and then reassemble the helicopter to make it flight-
ready within 1.5 hours.
According to Kaya, the export activities of the T129 will gain
pace after the first deliveries, and there are many countries
willing to purchase a helicopter of this type. Kaya added that
the target market of the T129 is not limited to the Far East, but
also included the Middle East and Central Asia. Kaya con-
cluded by stating that the provision of the T129 ATAK will not
only include the export of helicopters, but also the export of
the Turkish Armed Forces’ army aviation philosophy and in-
frastructure.

A Clear Surge
of Interest 
towards the 
Introduction 
of ATAK
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Basically, the
DDR has the
capability of recor-

ding digital con-
trol data, video
and audio signals at vari-
ous platforms. Among the digital control 
data types, data received through 
MIL-STD-1553B, ARINC429, CAN and
Ethernet data buses can be given as
examples. Video interfaces can be PAL,
NTSC, RS170, RS343, DVI, SDI or Disp-
layPort. The digital control data can be
accessed via direct communication
with data buses or it can be by means
of a central control computer. The video and audio data recei-
ved by DDR is recorded by high efficiency compression algo-
rithms. Removable memory modules used for recordings are
connected to the post-flight ground support computer via stan-
dard industrial interfaces (USB, Ethernet, SATA etc.) in order
to access the recorded data.
Similar products previously obtained from foreign sources
can now be completely obtained from a local source that has
led to an increase in local contribution in the main aviation
programmes and has contributed to localisation in the sup-
port of avionics logistics. Today, all mission data recording
system requirements that are within the agenda of air plat-
form projects is being fully met with indigenously designed
SDT products in Turkish defence market. The T-38 Trainer
Aircraft, the ASELPOD Targeting Pod, the Turkish Unman-
ned Airborne Vehicle (TIHA) ANKA and the ATAK Helicop-
ter’s Data Recording System are some of the current
programmes that SDT is proving DDR products. Today, SDT
data recording systems are deployed in over 200 platforms,
new ones are being added as time passes and with each new
product, the success of SDT’s data recording systems is
being matured.

Product Family
The commercial success, accumulated tech-

nological know-how and obtained respect
in the sector achieved via SDT’s DDR pro-

duct family have opened the way to SDT for
the development of many different avionics

systems as derivatives of this hardware architec-
ture. In order to give an example to these deriva-

tive avionics products, it will be necessary to mention the
products stated below:
n Within the scope of the Turkish Gendarmerie Helicopter

Modernisation Project, the Airborne Computer System
(ACS) Mission Support Computer has been developed 
by SDT. This equipment enables communications via the
MIL-STD-1553 and ARINC 429 avionic data buses and 
possesses high performance computing power and has
low power consumption. The ACS Mission Support 
Computer, aside from the ability to run 3D video 
applications, such as the moving map software, at the
same time has the features to record data, video and 
audio signals. The ACS Mission Support Computer can be
used as a major mission avionics in various air, sea 
and land platform applications.

n Missile Data Acquisition and Storage Unit (MIDASU), 
another SDT avionics, is matured and developed as a 
result of transferring SDT’s know-how of recording units
on platforms to on-board missile systems. It is used for 
in-flight test data collection during the design & testing
stage of guided missiles. In MIDASU, the data are obtained
from tens of gauges measuring vibration, acceleration,
temperature, pressure, voltage and strain on a missile
and data collected from digital data generators are 
transferred to the ground station via a telemetry link. 
The data are also stored on a ruggedized 32GB memory
module inside the unit. Aside from this sensor and 
digital data, the images obtained from the missile seeker
are compressed and stored on the same memory. 
After the flight and impact of missile under test, 
the ruggedized memory part of the MIDASU can be 

SDT’s Avionics 
and Mission 

Systems Product 
Families Emerge

SDT’s first indigenous avionics equipment design integrated to a platform is the 
Digital Data/Video Recording System (DDR) product family. Both the hardware and
software of the DDR have been designed by SDT engineers. The products have been
manufactured by SDT’s Production, Testing and Integration Division and provided as
off-the-shelf product family to local and foreign aviation programmes.
Gürol YILDIRIMOĞLU* / gyildirimoglu@sdt.com.tr
*Director of Electronic Systems Programs, SDT
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recovered and is not affected by the shock incurred 
and the recorded data can be transferred to a computer
and can be accessed.

n Merging the shock-resistant memory design in the 
MIDASU with the output from the Digital Data Recording
System developed for avionic platforms has led to the 
design of the Flight Data Recording System (FDRS) to be
used as a “black box” in airborne applications. With the
thermal insulation on the shock-resistant memory 
module, a FDRS design suitable to all avionic platforms
has been completed. Review of data recorded by the 
FDRS after an accident will enable the users to do analysis
and preventive actions for design, pilotage, maintenance,
parts and etc.

n The Platform Health Management System (PHMS) 
that allows continuous monitoring of the health of all
systems on the platform, records abnormal conditions and
the status of limited lifetime parts and gives alarm prior to
any defects and any exceedances to certain set values, 
has been developed from this architecture as well. 
The PHMS will increase the percentage of missions of 
modern fleets and lower maintenance costs and has been
indigenously localised by SDT. Compared to a high-cost
foreign system, the PHMS provides another successful
example of an increase in domestic contribution share to
the defence industry while enabling domestic logistic 
support.

n The Symbology Generator and Video
Processing Computer is a FPGA and
DSP based system with compact size,
small power consumption and high
level of reliability. SGVPC has been 
designed to show critical flight data 
(engine status, obstacle warnings, flight
level etc.) together with the platform 
camera video outputs on a single monitor unit.
System also has an additional video output for operator
and an interface for helmet tracking systems.

SDT, within the framework of product development approach
and vertical expertise focus, has put forth sensor signal pro-
cessing, image processing, missile launching, platform mana-
gement and video & data recording avionics. The product
portfolio in these fields and the fields focused to develop pro-
ducts are continuously growing by means of SDT’s self R&D
funding and the support of SSM and TUBITAK R&D funds, SDT
has developed indigenous products and fielded them. That has
made an important contribution in reducing the dependence
on foreign sources in domestic market and also that enabled
SDT to be mature enough to go in export markets with its field
proven products.
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The Otokar Ural (4×4) tactical armoured vehicle was de-
veloped by Otokar, with the first prototype being com-
pleted in late 2012. Combining its experience over 25

years on armoured vehicle production with the most sophisti-
cated armoured vehicle design concepts, Otokar introduces
URAL; its new armoured personnel carrier with a versatile
modular platform and an innovative feature set, that fulfils the
requirements of even the most demanding missions. An all-
around armoured hull fully protects the personnel against var-
ious threats; and thanks to the vehicle’s ample interior space,
ergonomic full-size seats, parabolic spring suspension and
biggest tire size in its class, URAL provides superior personnel
comfort as well. The first batch of vehicles were delivered to
Turkish security forces in 2013.

ADVERTORIAL

Turkey’s Otokar recently launched its
new 4x4 tactical armoured wheeled 

vehicle URAL. The vehicle is the latest in
the line of products reflecting on the

company’s experience in paramilitary
and internal security vehicles. Featuring

outstanding mobility and high level of
protection, URAL is suitable for a variety

of paramilitary and internal security
roles, and has been designed to meet

users’ need for a high-capacity 
armoured vehicle, also taking into account

driving and personnel comfort. Filling
the gap between Otokar’s existing APC
and COBRA, URAL features modularity

as all other Otokar products do. A
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About URAL
Top-notch powertrain components assembled onto a high
strength chassis maximize vehicle’s off-road performance,
whereas elastic components between the body and the chassis
help minimize the cabin vibrations on different terrains. Opti-
mized modular body construction design enables many con-
figurations and assembly of various weapons/equipment
required by diverse missions, hence complementing “single
vehicle for multi operations” philosophy.
The Otokar Ural tactical armoured vehicle has a hull of all
welded steel armour which provides the crew with protection
from small arms fire up to 7.62 mm ball attack at 90° incidence
as well as shell splinters. All windows and vision blocks are of
laminated armoured glass construction with a polycarbonate
anti-spall liner and all glazing is protected with hinged type
wiremesh stone guards.
The interior of the vehicle is insulated with polyurethane ma-
terial which helps to reduce the noise level.
Ural would be powered by 3.2 litres water cooled, tur-
bocharged, intercooled diesel developing 160 PS (118 kW).
The layout is conventional, with the power pack at the front,
driver and the crew cabin at the back. To the front of the cabin
lie the seats for the driver and the commander; 3 separate
seats are in the middle row and 4 seats are at the back in 2x2
face-to-face configuration. When the vehicle is delivered with
remote controlled weapon station or pan-tilt-zoom camera and
recording system, the rear seat configuration is 3 seats; in-
cluding one forward facing seat for the operator and 2 sideways
facing seats for the crew. The double flap rear door enables
easy egress.
To the front and side of the commander and driver are bullet-
proof windows, with those to the front being provided with a
washer and wiper.
Mounted on the roof of the vehicle, between the commander
and driver positions, is a white light searchlight, which can be
remote operated by either crew member from within the safety
of the vehicle. Also another remote controlled searchlight is
provided optionally at the rear section of the roof for the crew.
In total, eight firing ports (each with a day vision device above)
are provided in the rear troop compartment, one port mounted
on the windshield, three in the left side, three in the right side
and one in the rear door of the vehicle. Mounted on the right
flap of the rear door is a spare wheel.
Standard equipment includes power-assisted steering, air
conditioning system, roof-mounted fan for smoke extrac-
tion, blackout lighting system, stone grills on lights, front
fog lamps, Reclining driver and commander seats with fore
and aft movement, ergonomic full size seats with seat belts,
easily deployable front dash and console for quick mainte-
nance, led interior lights, exterior toolboxes, foldable rear
step, battery master switch, fire extinguisher, antenna
mounting provision, front and rear recovery hooks and a first
aid kit.
Optional equipment includes run-flat tyres, a portable winch,
open cupolas suitable for various calibre weapons, DVR (Digital
Video Recording) system and camera operator’s console, roof-
mounted PTZ (Pan Tilt Zoom) camera on retractable mast,
public announce system, searchlight mounted on the forward
part of the roof which can be operated from inside by the com-
mander, searchlight mounted on the rear part of the roof which
can be operated from inside by the crew.

Crew : 1+9 Capacity with 3-door configuration, 
1+8 Capacity with 5-door configuration

Overall Length : 5.39 m
Overall Width : 2.21 m
Hull Height : 2.19 m
Height to Top of Roof Mounted Weapon : 2.83 m
Hull Ground Clearance : 0.4 m
Vehicle Track : 1.830 m
Wheelbase : 3.050 m
Standard Weight : 5500 kg
Combat Weight : 6500 kg
Running Gear : Wheeled 4x4
Power-to-Weight Ratio : 24.6 PS/Ton
Max. Speed : 120 km/h
Range : 600 km
Fuel capacity : 96 litres
Fording Without Preparation : 0.6 m
Angle of Approach : 48°
Angle of Departure : 41°
Gradient : 60%
Side Slope : 30%
Vertical Obstacle : 0.4 m
Turning Radius : 6.7 m
Engine : Water cooled, turbo charged, intercooled, 

3.2 litres, 160 PS
Gearbox : Automatic, 5 forward, 1 reverse gear
Transfer Box : 2-speed, full time 4 wheel drive with lock
Differentials : Spiral
Steering : Hydraulic assisted power steering
Brakes : Air over hydraulic, dual line, drum-type brake 

for parking
Axles : Independent front suspension on the front, 

rigid rear axle on the rear
Tyres : 325/85 R16 radial tires with run flat device 

meeting Finabel  20A5 standard
Suspension : Double wishbone, torsion bar, telescopic 

dampers and anti-roll bar at the front; 
parabolic leaf springs and telescopic 
dampers at the rear

Electrical System : 24 V
Alternator : 80 A
Armour  (hull/body) : Steel

Specifications
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Özgür Deniz KAYA / editor@milscint.com

The ceremony was attended by the Commander of the
Turkish Naval Forces Admiral Bülent Bostanoğlu and
Undersecretary of Defence Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail

Demir, as well as top military and civilian officials.  The keynote
speech was made by Naval Air Commander Rear Admiral
(Upper Half) Hakan Üstem during the ceremony. Recalling that
they have re-achieved the Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) ca-
pability following an interval of approximately 20 years, Rear
Admiral Üstem said that they have intensively conducted the
activities aimed at training pilots, tactic coordination officers
and operators and completed them in such a short period as
3-4 years after this long interval. Taking the floor after him,
Undersecretariat for Defence Industries Head of Fixed-Wing
Platforms Department Dr. Murat Ceran gave information on
the project history and technical specifications of the delivered
aircrafts. Dr. Ceran said that total project cost was 390 million
dollars with an envisaged domestic contribution of 35% and
offset liability of 50% and that the domestic contribution rate
has exceeded 35%. According to figures indicated by Dr. Ceran;
the workload performed by HAVELSAN, TAI, ASELSAN and 
MilSOFT has reached to 155 million dollars. Once the offsets
are incorporated, the workload performed in Turkey has
amounted to approximately 267 million dollars. 
During the ceremony, Thales Senior Vice President of Defence
Mission Systems Pierre Eric Pommellet made a speech on be-
half of Thales.  Pommellet gave various numerical information
about the project:
n Over 8,000 new mechanical parts were designed.
n For each aircraft, the cabling of more than 50 km 

was produced and used in order to connect nearly 
240 components with each other.

n The software which was developed for the project 
reached 3 million code lines.

SPECIAL COVERAGE

First Aircraft with 
Final Configuration 
Delivered in MELTEM-2

The handover ceremony for final 
configuration of maritime patrol aircrafts,
which have been developed as part of the
Maritime Patrol Aircraft and Coast Guard

Aircraft Mission Equipment Procurement
and Integration to the Platforms (MELTEM-2)

Project, was organized on April 28 at the
Naval Air Command in Kartepe, Kocaeli.
After the modifications on the project’s 
contract and schedule, the handover 

ceremony for the first of 4 aircrafts with
initial configuration was held on July 18, 2012.

The work regarding the final 
configuration including 

torpedo-firing capabilities 
was completed in the course of 

time and the 5th aircraft of the 
project with such a configuration

was delivered. The delivery 
of the 6th and last aircraft 

of the project is planned 
to take place in July.
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n 14,000 pages of technical document were prepared.
n As part of verification activities conducted in the project,

3,000 requirements were checked by the SSM and 1,700 
by the DGA, the French defence procurement agency.

n Within the framework of the project, 150 flight tests were
carried out for the initial configuration and 100 for the 
final configuration. The aircraft was sent to Iceland 
for cross-wind tests.

Furthermore, DGA Overseas Operations Director Major Gen-
eral Didier Malet made a speech on behalf of the DGA. Major
General Malet said that they had experienced some hindrances
in the past, faced similar situations in their own projects in
France and used every means available in order to solve the
problems.

Two Blue, One Century 
Speaking at the first ceremony that he has attended since the
beginning of his appointment, Undersecretary of Defence In-
dustries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir said that the project has con-
tributed to the operations activity, international cooperation
and defence industry.  Underlining the delays that occurred in
the project, he said that they would work together with all
stakeholders in order to better forecast the possible incidents,
be prepared and overcome difficulties in future projects.
The final speech of the ceremony was made by Naval Forces
Commander Admiral Bülent Bostanoğlu. Admiral Bostanoğlu
said that the aircrafts have caused important changes in the
characteristics of naval combats and the MPAs were indispen-
sable platforms thanks to their longer endurance and capabil-
ities of combating the warships and fulfilling various tasks
simultaneously. 

Undersecretary of Defence 
Industries Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir

Naval Forces Commander 
Admiral Bülent Bostanoğlu
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Mentioning the platforms to be taken into inventory in future
years, Admiral Bostanoğlu said that 6 ATR-72-based MPAs
would be delivered as part of the Maritime Patrol and Surveil-
lance Aircraft (MELTEM-3) Project as of 2017 and 6 utility hel-
icopters would be delivered as part of the Utility Helicopter
Project as of 2018.  Admiral Bostanoğlu stated that the 100th
anniversary of Turkish Naval Aviation would be celebrated in
June with the following slogan: "Two Blue, One Century"
After the Maritime Patrol Aircraft Delivery Certificate was pre-
sented by Pierre Eric Pommellet to Rear Admiral Hakan Üstem
and a family photograph was taken, the ceremony ended.

Submarine Fleet is Ready to Serve
Within the framework of another press activity organized by the
Turkish Naval Forces Command (TurNF) in April, a press tour
was conducted on April 4 in order to promote the Submarine
Fleet Command and release the capabilities of 128-year-old
Turkish submarining to public. During the same day, a military
manoeuvre was conducted with the participation of various
submarine, surface and air elements.
The press tour began with a briefing conducted at the Turkish
Submarine Training Centre Command at Gölcük Naval Base.
Making the keynote speech, Submarine Fleet Commander Rear
Admiral Hasan Doğan and Submarine Training Centre Com-
mander Captain Hasan Çankaya presented the history and cur-
rent efforts of Turkish submarining. The foundations of Turkish
submarining were laid by the submarine called Abdülhamit
which was launched 128 years ago in 1886.  During the first pe-
riod after the proclamation of the Republic, a total of 32 sub-
marines were purchased from various countries and the ships
continued to serve for the Turkish Submarine Fleet Command
until the end of their physical lives. As of 1975, the Ay-class (HDW
Class 209/1200) submarines started to be put into service.
Among them, TCG ATILAY (S-347), TCG SALDIRAY (S-348) and
TCG BATIRAY (S-349) were built in Germany; TCG YILDIRAY 
(S-350), TCG DOĞANAY (S-351) and TCG DOLUNAY (S-352) at
Gölcük Shipyard Command. Within the framework of the next
level of Turkish submarining, 1,400-ton Preveze and Gür-class
(HDW Class 209/1400) submarines were built in Gölcük in 1990s
and 2000s again with the cooperation of Turkey and Germany.
The Naval Forces Command has achieved the capability of firing
long-range guided missiles under water thanks to these ships.
Today a total of 14 submarines including 6 Ay-class, 4 Preveze-
class and 4 Gür-class ones, as well as 2 torpedo entrapment
boats are serving for the Submarine Fleet Command.

Submarine Training Centre 
The Submarine Training Centre Command has been conduct-
ing its activities in its facilities in Gölcük since 1959; it consists
of three main departments, namely, the Submarine Tactic Sim-
ulator (DATAS), Ay-class Submarine Diving Simulator and Sub-

marine Diving Tower. The Acoustic Training Laboratory and the
Acoustic Jammer and Deceptive Laboratory for Submarines
built with domestic resources, are located in the same campus.
Trainings and analyses are carried out and avoidance tactics
are developed in these laboratories. Following the briefing, a
drill was conducted at DATAS within the scope of the press
tour.  Afterwards, a diving drill was held in the diving simulator
and another drill was carried out at the diving tower.

Manoeuvre Starts
Following the drills, participants were transferred to TCG
BÜYÜKADA (F-512) corvette in order to watch the submarine
manoeuvre. TCG BÜYÜKADA cruised to the offshore waters in
İzmit Gulf. The manoeuvre was attended by TCG BURAKREİS
(S-359), the third of the Gür-class submarines, as well as a 
S-70B SEAHAWK helicopter (TCB-57) belonging to the Turkish
Naval Aviation Command. During the manoeuvre, the following
scenario was performed:
n Vertical Supply: A personnel who gets injured on the 

TCG BURAKREİS submarine is discharged on a helicopter
and transferred to a health institution, following the first
intervention.  Furthermore, materials were transferred 
to TCG BURAKREİS from the helicopter.

n Diving: TCG BURAKREİS conducted a diving down to 
approximately 40 meters.

n Torpedo-Firing in Simulation Environment: Sailing on the
periscope depth, TCG BURAKREİS fired torpedo to the
frigate that it has detected.

n High Speed Depth Control: TCG BURAKREİS conducted 
the high speed depth control (approximately 21 sea miles)
in order to avoid any surface threats or seize the objective.

n Underwater Fire Trainings: Sailing on a depth of 40 meters,
TCG BURAKREİS submarine went up to 15-meter-depth 
in order to discharge the smoke through snorkel pole 
following a fire that broke out in the accommodation. 
The smoke was discharged and the fire was taken 
under control.

n Emergency Surface: The emergency surface operation 
was carried out during the last stage of the manoeuvre.
Prior to the surfacing process, a green-coloured smoke
bomb firing was conducted in order to indicate that the 
submarine would be surfacing firstly. The military exercises
were completed with the submarine’s surfacing from 
40 meters in 15 seconds.

SPECIAL COVERAGE

Submarine Fleet Commander
Rear Admiral Hasan Doğan

Submarine Training Centre 
Commander Captain Hasan Çankaya
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Airborne military techno-
logy is rapidly develo-
ping with an ever

increasing pace. Threats are
approaching more from the
skies rather than land based
elements. Recently, both
manned and unmanned air-
borne warfare applications
are very effective and pose a
big threat. Inside this threat
environment, effective air de-
fence systems have gained
high importance for the pro-
tection of stationary or mobile
troops, convoys, tactical bases
and strategic assets.
The purpose of this article is
not to define what air defence
is and how to classify its ele-
ments. However, we aim to de-
monstrate a clear picture
through the term “layered air
defence” and a modern appli-
cation as an example. Layered
air defence, interestingly, re-
fers initially to air defence in
naval tactics. In the formation
of a carrier group, air defence
vis-à-vis ships is often built
around a system of concentric
layers with the aircraft carrier
at the centre. The outer layer
is mostly covered by the carri-
er's aircraft, specifically its
AEW&C aircraft. This layer is
complemented by next layers,
which are surface-to-air mis-
siles carried by the carrier's
escorts. Final layer of defence
is, as virtually every modern warship is equipped with, small ca-
libre guns for close proximity protection.
Having inspired from a naval point of view, most nations and
companies build modern air defence structures accordingly as
a total concept for air, naval and ground-based elements. Po-
pular terms like Very Short, Short, Medium and Long Range as
well as altitude-wise classifications stem from this approach.
We will try to visualize layered air defence through air defence
solutions of ASELSAN, the leading Turkish defence industry
company, as a good example of the concept.

Complete Air Defence Solutions for All Layers
ASELSAN is the main systems provider of the Turkish Armed For-
ces for many systems and electronic equipment in the broad area
of communications, command-control, electronic warfare, gui-
dance, navigation and sensors. Serving as both equipment manu-

facturer and system integrator, majority of ASELSAN products are
a result of internal research & development capability and are cur-
rently being used by Turkish Armed Forces and world armed for-
ces. ASELSAN, as a military defence electronics company, is a
leading manufacturer of Air and Missile Defence Systems in Turkey.
ASELSAN Air and Missile Defence products provide layered and in-
tegrated air defence network of gun and missile systems that be-
nefit from existing ASELSAN technology and know-how in air
defence.
Starting with a single project in air defence in the 90s, ASELSAN is
now capable of providing full capability support for complete air de-
fence solutions for all layers. The initial product in this line of business
was a Very Short Range Air Defence (VSHORAD) system, composed
of laser range finder, day camera, thermal camera, stabilisation and
a fire control computer. The final turret was mounted on both a 
4-wheel vehicle and an Armoured Personnel Carrier (APC).

ANALYSIS

Layered Air Defence and an Example:
ASELSAN Air Defence Concept

The term “air defence” was probably first coined by Britain when
Air Defence of Great Britain (ADGB) was created as a Royal Air
Force command in 1925. Air defence, from a wider perspective,
means all defensive measures intended to destroy attacking
enemy aircraft or missiles in the Earth’s envelope of atmosphere,
or to nullify or reduce the strength of such attack. NATO defines
air defence as "all measures designed to nullify or reduce the 
effectiveness of hostile air action" [AAP-6 NATO Glossary of
Terms, 2009]. Even these relatively contemporary definitions 
do not make it clear enough whether air defence is limited to 
ground-based elements or covers airborne measures as well.
Yet, there is also the question of exo-atmospheric threats.
ASELSAN / marketing@aselsan.com.tr

Figure 1. ASELSAN Air and
Missile Defence Products
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As of today, ASELSAN offers a wide spectrum of services and
systems in the domain of air defence. After successful com-
pletion of its systems in VSHORAD layer, ASELSAN developed
capabilities in different layers as well. Thanks to challenging
project goals by Undersecretariat of Defence Industries (SSM)
of Turkey, ASELSAN is currently in the last days of closing the
prototype phase of Low Altitude and Medium Altitude Air 
Defence Systems, which were signed for a billion US Dollar
contract for the development phase. 
Worth to mention also that, ASELSAN will be the main local
contractor for the Long Range Air Defence of Turkey of which
the negotiations with the candidate manufacturers are cur-
rently ongoing.

Network Enabled Capability
Bearing in mind that air defence concepts are formed in laye-
red structures and inter-linked units, network enabled capa-
bility is the crucial element of this concept. Not to mention that
each air defence unit within is composed of sensors, command
and firing units. In this regard, ASELSAN’s capabilities offer a
good example as well.
ASELSAN's HERIKKS is an Air Defence Early Warning and C4I
System that manages the air defence activities at all levels of
command. The mission of HERIKKS is to create an integrated
air picture in real time by using the air threat information re-
ceived from various mobile and stationary radar systems in
tactical battlefield and to assign appropriate air defence wea-
pons to the selected targets.
HERIKKS consists of Air Defence (AD) command posts at Army,
Corps and Brigade Level, interface units for long, medium and
short-range AD radars, interfaces for AD weapons systems
and interfaces to other command and control systems (Navy
and Air Force) in the battlefield. HERIKKS organizes these dis-
crete systems, so that they act as a coherent integrated air de-
fence system.
Main Features of HERIKKS System are:
n Generation and Sharing of Common Air Picture
n Air Defence Planning 

l Deployment of Sensors and Weapons
l Sensor Coverage Analysis
l Weapon Effectiveness Analysis
l Battlefield Geometry

n Threat Evaluation and Weapon 
Assignment

n Defining and distributing Airspace Control Orders (ACO) 
and Air Task Orders (ATO) for the control of airspace 

n Observing and sharing the position, operational status, 
and equipment information of system units,

n Preparation of simulation scenarios for training of 
system operators,

n Mobile and stationary application alternatives,
Considering ASELSAN’s HERIKKS experience, C4ISR systems
developed by ASELSAN are very versatile and modular; allo-
wing easy integration of different radars and weapons having
different interfaces. Besides this flexibility, ASELSAN also has
experience on integration of tactical data links (Link-1, Link-
11B, Link-16, JREAP, etc.) with C4ISR systems. HERIKKS is
being developed by applying phase adaptive approach and is
operational in Turkish Armed Forces since 2001.

Radar Systems
ASELSAN’s capabilities in the Radar Systems domain, with
applications for ground based, naval, and airborne platforms,
is a reflection of 30 years of experience, as well as cutting edge
technological investments.
ASELSAN’s experience in the Air Defence Radar domain was
initially gained through the indigenous design, development
and manufacturing of Turkey’s first Air Defence Radar System,
KALKAN. The technologies gained, through on-going research
and development programs, following the development of the
KALKAN, include important elements such as Active Electro-
nically Steered Array (AESA) antennas, solid state
transmitter/receiver structures, digital receiver structures, di-
gital and modern signal processing techniques, multi target
tracking algorithms, beam planning and digital beam-forming
techniques.

Figure 2. Layered Architecture of HERIKKS

Figure 3. ASELSAN 
Air Defence Radar 
(KALKAN)
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ASELSAN’s Air Defence Gun Systems and 
Modernization Programs 
KORKUT System is newly designed and developed to provide
effective ground based air defence against modern air threats.
The system consists of a team of three 35 mm Gun Systems
and a Command Control Unit.
As an effective, reliable and maintainable air defence solution,
the system realizes all the functions of detection, tracking,
identification and firing autonomously.
General Specifications of 35 mm Gun System:
n Firing on the move with stabilized gun turret,
n Automatic ammunition feed and selection,
n Automatic target tracking with Fire Control Radar,
n Automatic Target acquisition & tracking with electro 

optic sensors,
General Specifications of Command Post: 
n Target Acquisition & Tracking with 3D Search Radar,
n Local Area Air Picture Generation,
n Air picture sharing with higher command and control units,
n Taking engagement orders from higher command and 

control units,
n Advanced thread 

evolution and weapon
assignment algorithms,

n Identification of 
Friend or Foe with 
IFF System,

Air Defence Fire Control
System (FCS) will control
the 35 mm air defence
guns and short range mis-
sile launcher developed
under HİSAR project. The
system has 3D search
radar, fire control radar,
electro-optical sensors,
sensor fusion capability

and advanced threat evaluation and weapon allocation algo-
rithms.
In the scope of the modernization of towed 35 mm air 
defence guns, electronic subsystems are renewed with high per-
formance ASELSAN products including servo drivers, fire control
computer, power distribution subsystem and power generator.
In addition to the performance improvements, reliability, avai-
lability and maintainability figures of the guns will be improved.
Modernized 35 mm Towed Air Defence Guns will gain the capa-
bility of using Airburst Ammunition. Usage of Airburst Ammuni-
tion enables guns to be effective against a large variety of target
types including air to ground missiles, cruise missiles and UAVs.

ASELSAN’s Air Defence Missile Programs
Pedestal Mounted Air Defence Missile System: ASELSAN Pe-
destal Mounted Air Defence System is a fully automated firing
unit for very short range air defence against fixed and rotary
wing aircrafts, UAVs and cruise missiles. The core design of
the system is so versatile that the platform can be adapted to
various Very Short Range Air Defence (VSHORAD) Missiles and
it can be integrated on light/heavy tracked/wheeled vehicles
for mobile applications. Pedestal Mounted Air Defence System
is suitable for both autonomous operation and in coordination
with a command and control units to engage and destroy tar-
gets at the maximum possible range.
Low Altitude Air Defence Missile System (HİSAR-A): Tur-
kish Low Altitude Air Defence Missile System (HİSAR-A)
Program includes development and production of the
“low altitude air defence missile”; “auto-
nomous self-propelled missile system”
and “wheeled vehicle mounted missile
launcher”. Autonomous self-propelled
missile system is a fully autono-
mous system by means
of 3D radar, electro-
optic system, com-
mand control and fire
control on tracked vehicle.
Wheeled vehicle mounted
air defence missile system
is a missile launcher connec-
ted to Fire Control System (FCS) for fire
and command control functions.

ANALYSIS

Figure 4. KORKUT Air Defence Gun System

Figure 5. ASELSAN Fire Control System
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Figure 6. Modernized Towed 35 mm Guns

Figure 7. Versions of ASELSAN’s PMADS on different carrier platforms

Figure 8. HİSAR-A 
Autonomous Configuration
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Medium Altitude Air Defence
Missile System (HİSAR-O): Tur-
kish Medium Altitude Air Defence
Missile System (HİSAR-O) Prog-
ram includes the development
and production of one battalion
headquarters and headquarters
company and three batteries,
each of which has a sufficient
amount of launchers, missiles,
radars, command-control and
communication systems and other support equipment. The
system will be effective to all types of air breathing targets in
the medium-range. The system will be interoperable through
Link-16 with other elements.

ASELSAN’s Long
Range Air and 
Missile Defence
Programs
ASELSAN will be the
main subcontractor for
Turkish Long Range Air
and Missile Defence 
(T-LORAMIDS) Program.
Under T-LORAMIDS prog-
ram, SSM will procure a
long range air and mis-
sile defence system.
ASELSAN has been
working closely with all
competing firms and
will have considerable
amount of co-produc-
tion work share in pro-
duction of contract
awarded system.
In addition to the T-LORAMIDS Program, ASELSAN signed a
contract with Raytheon (USA) in October 2010 concerning the
cooperation on the design, manufacturing, integration and test
of the Antenna Mast Group (AMG) within the scope of the 
PATRIOT Long Range Air and Missile Defence System for the
United Arab Emirates. ASELSAN has become Raytheon’s first
international business partner in the joint development of the 
PATRIOT system main component and final product integra-
tion.

Figure 9. HİSAR-A 
Missile Launcher

Figure 10. HİSAR Ballistic 
Test Missile Firing

Figure 12.
PATRIOT 
Antenna 

Mast Group

Figure 11. HİSAR-O System
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ADVERTORIAL

Otokar started to develop the TULPAR Tracked Armoured
Vehicle in 2011, the first prototype is launched at the
IDEF held in Istanbul in May 2013. TULPAR is designed

to be of equivalent or superior characteristics and features with
new generation armoured infantry fighting vehicles in similar
vehicle programs conducted in NATO countries. 
Named after the mythical winged-horse that guards the war-
riors in Turkish Mythology and in the Epic of Manas, TULPAR
is designed as a multi-purpose vehicle platform with its out-
match ballistic and mine protection to support new generation
main battle tanks in battlefield and to provide fire support for
infantry. TULPAR is a next generation armoured infantry fight-
ing vehicle (AIFV) and armoured personnel carrier (APC) that
can meet the land defence needs of future for the armed forces
in countries that want to acquire modern platforms and tech-
nologies.
TULPAR offers a superior mobility in a wide range of challeng-
ing terrains and climatic conditions and also serves diverse op-
erations including urban and peacekeeping missions.
TULPAR offering all mission equipment required in battlefield
as standard is the future of armoured combat vehicles with its
technical and tactical characteristics including transportability
with A400M, modular protection structure, electronic infra-
structure and low silhouette. TULPAR with a varying payload
of 30-45 tonnes has a high mobility and superior protection
with high firing power. TULPAR can carry a fully geared infantry
squad. The vehicle provides low operating costs and various
types of vehicles due to its modular design.
In addition to the base line TULPAR, a complete family of ve-
hicles could be developed using the base basic hull and au-
tomotive components. These include an air defence platform
(gun or missile), armoured ambulance, armoured personnel
carrier, armoured recovery vehicle, armoured reconnais-
sance vehicle, combat engineer vehicle, command and con-
trol vehicle, direct fire vehicle fitted with turret armed with

105 mm NATO calibre gun, multiple rocket launcher, recon-
naissance vehicle and 120 mm self-propelled mortar car-
rier. Some of these, for example the ambulance and
command post versions would have a raised roof line to the
rear of the driver's position to provide more volume for their
specialised missions.

From Myth 
to the Real Life:
Otokar 
TULPAR
With its vast experience in armoured
wheeled vehicles, Otokar expanded its
product range with   tracked vehicles. 

Gross Vehicle Weight : 32 tons (grow potential up to 42 tons)
Crew : 3 + 9 (driver, commander, gunner + troops)
Length : 7230 mm
Width : 3400 mm
Height : 2676 mm (over the roof of turret)
Ground Clearance : 450 mm
Max Road Speed : 70 km/h
Range : 600 km
Vertical Obstacle : 0.8 m
Trench Crossing : 2.6 m
Gradeability : 60%
Side Slope : 30%

Specifications
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